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SUMMARY

This thesis mainly proposes optimization schemes regarding both types of structured matrices, as well as their applications in statistics.
The first structured matrix optimization is proposed under the reduced-rank constraint,
and particularly it can be applied for conducting multi-label classification and variable selection
simultaneously. To optimize the resultant cost function, an efficient alternating optimization
scheme is developed, which alternates between the constrained manifold optimization algorithm
and the gradient descent algorithm. The proposed algorithm is computationally efficient and
delivers superior numerical performance in terms of both classification and variable selection
accuracy. The asymptotic consistencies are also established to support the advantages of the
proposed method.
The second structured matrix optimization proposes the estimation of sparse positive definite matrix generated by a generic coordinate descent (CD) algorithm, and particularly it can
be applied to the estimation of the high-dimensional covariance matrix and inverse covariance
or precision matrix with variable selection. To assure the positive definiteness of the estimated
matrices, the proposed CD algorithm iteratively updates the current estimated matrix at either one diagonal entry or two symmetric off-diagonal entries, and appropriately determines the
step size based on a simple sufficient and necessary condition. Furthermore, since each iteration
updates only one or two coordinates, the sparsity in the estimated matrix can be achieved by
early stopping the iteration. Extensive numerical experiments are conducted to demonstrate
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SUMMARY (Continued)

the effectiveness of the proposed CD algorithm for estimation of the precision and covariance
matrices.

x

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Rapid developments of computer technology as well as Internet application bring us into a
new information era, when the majority of individuals are capable of accessing and generating
sets of massive information. “Big Data” technology is revolutionizing human society from all
aspects, and the generation of super-scale quantity of data challenges people’s ability to process
it. Under the currently limited power of computing, statistical machine learning is developed
as the cutting-edge technology to deal with this challenge. It researches a wide scope of topics
aiming to improve efficiency in industrial and economic activity by extracting insights and
summarizing conclusions from the large quantity of data.
A statistical machine learning modeler is to solve certain problem given some set of data.
An appropriate family of models are selected as candidates to solve the formulated the problem,
and the model is typically trained by solving a core optimization problem with respect to some
contraints, and these contraints are presented in the form of structured matrices. In particular,
many statistical machine learning problems can be reduced to the matrix optimization problems
over a collection of structured matrices:

c = argminM∈M F(M),
M

1
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where M is the collection of structured matrices, and F is the smooth objective function. It
is likely that the core optimization problem is solved many times during model selection and
model validation. Therefore the structured matrix optimizations are crucial for statistics and
machine learning.
In this thesis, we discuss optimizations over two types of structured matrices: reduced-rank
matrix, and sparse positive definite matrix. Consequently we apply them into practice.
The matrix optimization under reduced-rank constraint and sparse positive definite constraint are of central interest for both the statistics and machine learning communities, and
solving many problems in both areas essentially comes down to these two matrix optimizations.
The reduced-rank model relies on the basic assumptions where the underlying data approximately resides in a low-dimensional linear subspace, and it usually requires to estimate an
unknown low-rank matrix from the limited set of observed entries. The reduced-rank method
has a wide range of applications including computer vision, medical imaging, sensor networks;
the sparse positive definite matrix estimation is frequently encountered in multivariate statistics, and sparse positive definite matrix also has a wide range of applications such as the
functional magnetic resonance imaging, web-mining, bioinformatics, climate studies and risk
managements.
We apply the idea of reduced-rank model into multi-label classification problem. The multilabel classification is an important research topic in statistics and machine learning (Zhang,
1998; Breiman and Frieman., 1997; Tsoumakas and Katakis, 2007). The primary task of the
multi-label classification is to classify a given instance into multiple class labels. It differs from
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the multi-class classification in that the multiple class labels are not exclusive, and one instance
can be assigned into more than one class labels. Multi-label classification has a wide spectrum of
applications in real life. For example, in text categorization (Dumais et al., 1998), one textual
article can be associated with various topics, such as an article about “Lebron James” can
be labeled by categories “Sports” and “Entertainment”. In social network annotation (Peters
et al, 2012), one individual ID can have multiple identities, such as “student”, “salesman”,
“father”. In medical biology (Barutcuoglu et al., 2006), one gene might be responsible for a
number of biological functions. As opposed to the multi-class classification, the key challenge
of the multi-label classification is to leverage the classification performance by incorporating
the dependency structure among class labels. For example, an article about “Politics” is more
likely to discuss “Economics” than “Sports” or “Entertainment”.
To resolve this dependence structure issue in multi-label classification, Chapter 2 proposes
a reduced-rank multi-label classification framework, equipped with the group lasso penalty
for sparse estimation. The framework is motivated from the classical reduced-rank regression
model (Izenman, 1975; Chen and Huang, 2012) in multivariate statistics. The model is popular
in analyzing the multi-response regression problems, yet little seems to be done to extend
it to multi-label classification. Here the reduced-rank model assumes that the classification
functions corresponding to each class label reside in the same low-dimensional space. Clearly,
the dependency structure among the multiple class labels is modeled through the common lowdimensional space, where each dimension can be regarded as one latent variable admitted into
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the classification functions. A group lasso penalty is equipped with the proposed reduced-rank
model to tackle the large-dimensional problem and identify the truly informative variables.
Sparse positive definite matrix estimation has attracted much attention in academics, such
as the estimation of the precision matrix or the inverse covariance matrix (Edwards, 2000;
Drton and Perlman, 2004; Meinshausen and Buhlmann, 2006; Friedman, et al., 2008) and the
estimation of the covariance matrix (Rothman, 2012). Both the precision and the covariance
matrices must be positive definite and have close connection to the Gaussian graphical models
(Edward, 2000), since a multivariate Gaussian distribution can be fully characterized by its first
two moments and the conditional or marginal dependence structure among the Gaussian variables can be determined by the precision or covariance matrix. Under the multivariate Gaussian
distribution assumption, the sample covariance matrix is the maximum likelihood estimate of
the covariance matrix, and its inverse (if invertible) can naturally serve as the estimator of
the precision matrix. However, under scenarios with large dimension and small sample size,
the sample covariance matrix is no longer invertible, and the precision and covariance matrices
are sparse with many zero entries as it is generally believed that many covariates are either
marginally or conditionally independent. To attain the sparsity, regularized likelihood functions
(Drton and Perlman, 2004; Rothman, 2012) are often employed, where lasso-type penalties are
used to encourage the sparsity of the resultant estimated matrix.
As an alternative to the regularized formulation for sparse matrix estimation, Chapter 3
proposes a generic coordinate descent (CD) framework which can be used for various optimizations with respect to the sparse positive definite matrix. The proposed CD algorithm iteratively
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updates its current estimated matrix at either one diagonal entry or two symmetric off-diagonal
entries, and appropriately determines the step size to assure the positive definiteness of the updated matrix. A simple necessary and sufficient condition is derived for determining the step
size. Furthermore, since each iteration updates only one or two coordinates, the sparsity can
be achieved by early stopping the iteration based on certain model selection criteria.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives an introduction to multi-label
classification and reduced-rank regression model, then proposes the reduced-rank multi-label
classification framework, establishes the asymptotic consistencies, and presents the computing
algorithm as well as the associated numerical analysis supporting the advantages of the framework; Chapter 3 examines the popularly used approaches to conduct sparse inverse covariance
matrix estimation and sparse covariance matrix estimation, presents the generic coordinate
descent framework with its applications in the precision matrix estimation and the covariance
matrix estimation, and conducts the numerical analysis to demonstrate the superiority of the
framework. Chapter 4 makes the conclusion remarks of the thesis and discusses the possible
future work. Chapter 5 as the appendix collects the tables and graphs in numerical experiments
for Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.

CHAPTER 2

REDUCED-RANK MATRIX MODEL FOR MULTI-LABEL
CLASSIFICATION

In this chapter, we propose a reduced-rank multi-label classification framework, equipped
with the group lasso penalty for sparse estimation. To optimize the resultant regularized likelihood, an efficient computing algorithm is developed, which alternates between a constrained
manifold optimization algorithm and a standard coordinate descent algorithm. More importantly, the asymptotic behavior of the proposed multi-label method is quantified in terms of its
estimation and variable selection consistencies. In addition, to optimize the tuning parameter
selection, we adopt the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC; Schwarz, 1978) and establish its
model selection consistency. Extensive numerical experiments and real applications are examined to support the superior performance of the proposed method.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 reviews the literature work on multilabel classification problem, and presents the necessary background on reduced-rank regression
model, Stiefel manifold optimization, and curvilinear search algorithm on manifold optimization
as the preparation for following sections. Section 2.2 presents the reduced-rank model used
for multi-label classification. Section 2.3 establishes the asymptotic results for the proposed
method in terms of the estimation and variable selection consistencies, as well as the model
selection consistency via BIC. Section 2.4 develops an efficient computing algorithm alternating
between the constrained manifold optimization and the coordinate descent algorithm. Section
6
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2.5 conducts the numerical experiments on the simulated data sets, as well as the real examples.
The effective comparison of the performance sufficiently demonstrates the advantage of our
proposed model and method.
2.1

Introduction to Multi-label Classification and Reduced-rank Regression Model

Multi-label classification is a widely researched topic in machine learning and statistics,
and there exists a large literature dealing with this problem. In this section, we introduce
the formal definition of multi-label classification, and provide a timely review on the methods
popularly utilized in the literature and in practice. Various approaches have been proposed for
engineering multi-label classification problem, and most of the approaches can be categorized
into two groups: problem transformation methods and algorithm adaptation methods. It is
impossible to present the full set of methods, we select a few representatives in either group for
the purpose of demonstration, and discuss their benefits and drawbacks.
Reduced-rank regression model is popularly used under the scenario where the response
variables are predicted by a set of latent factors. In this section, we give a brief introduction
to this model. In order to appropriately solve the optimization problem proposed by this
model, we investigate a generalized optimization problem on a constrained manifold named the
Stiefel manifold, and propose the computing algorithm to solve the optimization problem. The
consequent algorithm is very useful in solving our proposed reduced-rank model for multi-label
classification, and the work is cited when necessary.
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2.1.1

Definition of Multi-label Classification

Suppose the instance x is in p-dimensional Euclidean space denoted by Rp , and y =
(y1 , y2 , ..., yq ) denotes the set with q labels, multi-lable classification is to fulfill the task of
learning a classify function f (x) = (f1 (x), f2 (x), ..., fq (x)) from the multi-label training set
D = {xi , yi } with i = 1, ..., n. For each instance xi , the binary response yi is the set of labels
associated with xi . For any given instance x, the multi-label classifier f (x) is utilized to predict
the set of proper labels, and fj (x) corresponds to the classify function for the j-th prediceted
label.
2.1.2
2.1.2.1

Literature Review
Problem Transformation Methods

Under problem tranformation methods, the proposed approach transforms one multi-label
classification problem into multiple binary classification problems, which can be solved by
well-established algorithms. The following approaches are listed and examined: the Binary
Relevance approach (Luaces et al., 2012) treats each class label separately and transforms a
multi-label classification into multiple binary classification problems; the Chain Classifer approach (CC; Read et al., 2009) modifies the Binary Relevance approach and includes previous
estimated class labels as covariates for classifying the current class label; the Label Powerset
method (LP; Tsoumakas et al., 2008) translates a multi-label classification into a multi-class
classification with each class representing one possible combination of multiple class labels.
• Binary Relevance
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The basic idea of the Binary Relevance approach is to decompose a multi-label classification problem into multiple indepedent binary classification problems, and each binary
classification problem corresponds to one possible label. The Binary Relevance approach
first constructs a corresponding binary training set and utilizes the training set to induce
a binary classifier by some binary learning algorithm.
Specifically, for the j-th label with j = 1, ..., q, some binary learning algorithm induces a
binary classifier gj (·) : Rp → R. For a given instance x, the Binary Relevance approach
b by querying labeling relevance on each individual binary
predicts its associated label set y
classifier and then combine relevant labels following

b (x) = {yj |gj (x) > 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ q}
y

The Binary Relevance approach is straightforward in handling the multi-label classification dataset, while the defects in this approach lie in the complete ignorance of potential
correlations among labels, therefore this approach may suffer from the issue of classimbalance when the number of class labels in the training set is large or the class labels
are imbalanced as a consequence of correlations among labels in the training set.
• Chain Classifier (CC)
The basic idea of CC is to transform a multi-label classification problem into a chain of
binary classification problems, where the subsequent binary classifier in the chain relies
on the prediction of preceding ones. For q possible class labels {y1 , y2 , ..., yq }, CC first
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permutes the ordering among the labels by τ : {1, ..., q} → {1, ..., q}, and constructs the
binary training set by appending each instance with its relevance to those labels preceding
the current estimated label. After that, CC employs some binary learning algorithm to
induce a binary classifier.
Specifically, for the j-th label with j = 1, ..., q, the binary label classifier is induced as
gτ (j) : Rp × {0, 1}j−1 → R, and its associated labels can be recursively derived as:


ybτ (1) (·) = sgn gτ (1) (·) ,

ybτ (j) (·) = sgn gτ (j) (·, ybτ (1) (·), ..., ybτ (j−1) (·)) (2 ≤ j ≤ q) .

where sgn(u) = 1 if u > 0, and 0 otherwise.
It is clear that CC takes into account the potential interactions among labels by constructing the subsequent classifiers, however, its effectiveness is largely affected by the
ordering specified by the permutation τ . To account for the effect of ordering, researchers
propose an ensemble of the chain classifiers built with random permutations over the label
spaces. Under that scenario, multiple chain classifiers are built with random permutations
over the labels. For each permutation, a modified training set is used by permuting the
original training set, CC is conducted, and the class labels are determined by voting on
the ensemble of outcomes. However, under the scenario with large number of class labels,
there exists overwhelming number of permutations, and this introduces an overly high
computation complexity for both training and testing procedures.
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• Label Power (LP)
The basic idea of this method is to translate a multi-label classification problem into
an ensemble of multi-class classification problems. LP translates the original multi-label
training set into the multi-class training set by mapping each distinct label set into a
new class. Afterwards, some multi-class classification algorithm is employed to induce a
multi-class classifier, therefore LP reassigns the instance with the newly mapped single
class and then participates in multi-class classifier induction.
Unfortunately LP has two major drawbacks under consideration of practical feasibility.
On the one hand it results in incompleteness, where this method confines its predicted
label set to those appearing in the training set, and unable to generalize the label set
outside; on the other hand, when the size of labels is large, there might be overwhelmingly many mapped classes leading to overly high complexity in training the multi-class
classifiers.
To overcome the drawbacks of this method while keeping its simplicity, the researchers
propose two major classes of solutions. The first solution is Random k-Labelsets which
combines the ensemble learning with LP to learn from multi-label data. The key strategy
of this combination is to invoke LP only on random subsets of size k in the label set to
guarantee the computational efficiency, and then ensemble various LP classifiers to achieve
the predictive completeness. Under the scenario with large number of class labels, it still
induces the polynomial order of computational complexity for both training and testing,
and its performance largely depends on the partition of random subsets. The second
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solution relies on the pruning classes and reducing the training label sets, however the
class pruning may depend on the specific problems and result in the incompleteness of
learned labels.
2.1.2.2

Algorithm Adaptation Methods

As for algorithm adaptation methods, a huge number of classification algorithms have been
adapted for multi-label classification, such as nearest neighbor (Zhang and Zhou, 2007), decision
tree (Clare and King, 2001), maximum margin approach (Elisseeff and Weston, 2002), neural
network (Zhou and Zhang, 2006), Curds and Whey (CW; Breiman and Friedman, 1997), Partial Least Square for Discriminant Analysis (PLSDA; Barker and Rayens, 2003), Multi-label
k-Nearest Neighbor (ML-kNN; Zhang and Zhou, 2007), and Collective Multi-label Classifier
(Ghamrawi and McCallum, 2005). Besides, an extension of the reduced-rank model to multilabel classification is done in Yu et al. (2014), where a nuclear norm penalty is employed to
attain the low rank structure. Extensive study shows that the performance of selected method
in multi-label learning mainly relies on the problem, and the selecting methods are suggested
based on the multi-label learning motivations (Madjarov et al., 2012). In this section we examine the following methods: Curds and Whey, Partial Least Square for Discriminant Analysis,
Multi-label k-Nearest Neighbor, and Collective Multi-label Classifier for the purpose of demonstration.

• Curds and Whey (CW)
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CW is originated from the multivariate linear model in dealing with the intercorrelated
response variables, and it is extended to deal with multi-label data. In order to effectively
utilize the dependence structure among labels, CW method conducts a two-step analysis.
The first step applies Binary Relevance to estimate q classify functions g1 (·), ..., gq (·), and
the second step regresses the binary responses in training datatset over q classify functions
to achieve estimates. Specifically, the classifiers for a given instance x are


b (x) = {b
y
yj |b
yj = 1 (g1 (x), ..., gq (x))(GT G)−1 GT Yj > 0.5 },

provided Gij = gj (xi ), Yj denotes the j-th label of the training set as a column vector,
i = 1, ..., n and j = 1, ..., q. It treats the categorical response as continuous one and it
may result in undesirable predictive performance.
• Partial Least Square for Discriminant Analysis (PLSDA)
PLSDA consists in a classical partial least square regression where the response variable is
categorical. It can be extended to deal with multi-label data by conducting q independent
analysis. For the j-th label, it splits the sample cross validation to determine the number
of latent variables by minimizing the predicted residual sum of squares. Afterwards it
conducts the Partial Least Square regression to compute the scores for latent factors
on the training data, and applies the binary logistic regression for classification. The
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predicted probability is computed by logistic function given instance x. Specifically, the
probability of the instance x is labelled by j-th label is computed by




−1
1 + exp −(βbj0 + βbj1 x̃j1 + ... + βbjrj x̃jrj )

where (x̃j1 , ..., x̃jrj ) are selected latent factors, rj is the number of selected latent factors,
βbj1 , ..., βbjrj are correspondent coefficients, and βbj0 is the intercept term. It is obvious that
this approach treats each label independently, and the associated latent factors are also
independently determined by each label.
• Multi-label k-Nearest Neighbor (ML-kNN)
The basic idea of this algorithm is to adapt the k- nearest neighbor techniques to multilabel data. For any instance x, let N (x) be its k nearest neighbors identified in training
set D, in which the similarity is generally measured with the Euclidean distance. For
the j-th label, ML-kNN computes Oj recording the number of x’s neighbors with label
yj . Let P (yj (x) = 1|Oj ) be the posterior probablity given a instance x, and ML-kNN
transforms the problem into estimation of this posterior probability.
By the Bayes theorem,

P (yj (x) = 1|Oj )
P (yj (x) = 1)P (Oj |yj (x) = 1)
=
P (yj (x) = 0|Oj )
P (yj (x) = 0)P (Oj |yj (x) = 0)
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and therefore it suffices to estimate the prior probability as well as the likelihood for
predictions. ML-kNN fulfills the estimation procedures via the frequency counting strategy. The prior probabilities are estimated by counting the number of training examples
associated with each label. Specifically,

n

P (yj (x) = 1) =

1X
1 (yj (xi ) = 1) ; P (yj (x) = 0) = 1 − P (yj (x) = 1)
n

(1 ≤ j ≤ q) .

i=1

For the j-th label, the likelihoods are estimated by maintaining two arrays κ(r) and κ̃(r):
κ(r) counts the number of training examples with j-th label and exact r neighbors with
label yj , and κ̃(r) counts the number of training examples without j-th label and have
exact r neighbors with j-th label. Afterwards, the likelihoods can be estimated based on
κj and κ̃ where

κj (Oj )
,
P (Oj |yj (x) = 1) = Pk
r=0 κj (r)
κ̃j (Oj )
P (Oj |yj (x) = 0) = Pk
,
κ̃
(r)
j
r=0

(1 ≤ j ≤ q, 0 ≤ Oj ≤ k)

where k + 1 is the number of elements contained in κj , thereafter the predicted label set
naturally follows.
ML-kNN has the advantage of inheriting the merits of Bayesian reasoning and Nearest
Neighbor algorithm, where the class imbalance issue is mitigated due to the prior probability estimated for each class labels, as well as the varying neighbors identified for one
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given instance adjust the decision boundary adaptively. However it fails to exploit label
correlations by reasoning the relevance of each label separately.
• Collective Multi-label Classifier
The basic idea of this approach is to adapt the model where the correlations among labels
are encoded as constraints in terms of the probability distribution, and thereby it predicts
the set of class labels collectively by estimating the parameters specified in the probability
distribution. Frequently, the conditional probability mass function of class labels y given
an instance x is assumed to be

!
X
1
P (Y = y|X = x) =
exp
λk uk (x, y) ,
ZΛ (x)
k

where λk is a set of parameters to be determined, uk (x, y)’s are the weighting functions to
discriminate among q labels, and ZΛ (x) is the partition function serving as the normalization factor with ZΛ (x) =

P

y

P
exp ( k λk uk (x, y)). One typical example of this approach

may include Conditional Ising model with Covariates (Cheng et al., 2014), where the
probability mass function is specified as

P (Y = y|X = x) =

1
exp 
Z(λ(x))

q
X
j=1


λjj (x)yj +

X

λjk (x)yj yk  ,

1≤j<k≤q

and each component of λ(x) is characterized by a linear function of x. Cheng et al.
(2014) shows the theoretical analysis of consistency in estimated parameters, after equip-
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ping the negative log-likelihood function of marginal distribution with sparsity-induced
regularization terms.
In general this model is unable to tackle the optimization of model parameters directly
from the probability mass function due to the complexity of computing Z(λ(x)). Instead it
fulfills the task by approximating the likelihood function with the marginal distributions of
yj0 s given x such that the computation of the likelihood function is not overly complicated.
However, even with the simplest pairwise correlation between labels as specified in the
Conditional Ising Model with Covariates, the computational complexity of optimization
remains at least O(p2 + q 2 ). This is computationally infeasible in practice, especially
under scenarios with large p and large q.
2.1.2.3

Summary And Discussion

Most of the existing literature attempts to solve the multi-label classification problem by
methods that either treat the class labels independently or model the dependency structure
among labels with overly high order of computational complexity. In problem transformation methods, the interpretation of the Binary Revelance approach, CC and LP is simple and
straightward. However, the Binary Relevance treats the labels independently and ignores the
possible correlations among labels; the performance of CC is highly affected by the permutation
of labels, and the upgraded combination between CC and ensemble learning mitigates the permutation affection while it introduces the complexity increasing exponentially with the number
of labels; LP suffers from overwhelming number of classes when the number of labels is large,
one proposed adaptation Random k-Labelsets is largely affected in the predictive performance
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by the partition of random subset, and another proposed pruning strategy results in the incompleteness of learned labels. In algorithm adaptation methods, many classical classification
algorithms are extended to deal with the multi-label data. Also either they fail to account
for the dependency structure among labels, or they introduce a high level of computational
complexity when model the label correlations. CW has the issue in treating the catergorical
response as continuous one; PLSDA treats each label separately; MLk-NN also fails to exploit
the label correlations by reasoning the label relavance independently; Collective Multi-label
Classifier encodes the correlation in the specified probability distribution, while its computation complexity grows exponentially with the order of interaction it accounts for, and under
most scenarios it tries to solve a modified approximated problem, so the estimated parameters
may contain natural biasness.
The proposed reduced-rank model for multi-label classification framework has many advantages to overcome the drawbacks mentioned above. In this model, the label dependencies are
captured by assuming the the classification functions corresponding to each class label reside in
the same low-dimensional space, and the dependency structure is modeled through a common
low-dimensional space, without accounting for the order of interaction among labels. The proposed method does not require replicating the subset of training set for ensemble learning, and
at most the model has to estimatea linearly growing number of parameters with the number
of class labels, therefore the computational complexity is much lower than the methods mentioned above. Furthermore, the computing algorithm is proposed to alternate between a fast
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constrained manifold optimization and a coordinate descent algorithm, which makes optimization very efficient.
2.1.3

Reduced-rank Regression Model

This section presents the classical reduced rank regression model, and specifies the motivation for us to induce the reduced-rank model in dealing with multi-label classification problems.
The multivariate regression is presented as the well-known formalism

Y = XC + E

where E is the error matrix with zero mean and finite variance, Y is the response matrix, X is
the design matrix, and C is the coefficient matrix. This multivariate regression problem leads
to the minimization of the least square criterion

RSS(C) = kY − XCk2F ,

b ols = (XT X)−1 XT Y. In
and its solution as the ordinary least square(OLS) estimate of C is C
fact, it can be noted that the OLS estimate each response variable separately without considering the possible inter-correlation between response variables, where the response variables
might be highly correlated. In order to take into account the inter-correlation between response variables, many methods are proposed to overcome this drawback, such as the linear
factor regression where the response variables are regressed against the linear combination of
the predictors as latent factors, and the number of latent factors is much smaller than the
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number of variables. The examples includes the principal compenent analysis, canonical correlation analysis and partial least square. Another class of approaches is to impose the linear
vector space constraints by assuming that C is in low rank. It immediately follows that C can
be factorized as the product between two low-rank matrices C = BA, B and A are low rank
matrices. The problem is presented as

b = argminC
C

kY − XCk2F ,

rank(C) = r,

(2.1)

where C is a p × q matrix, B is a p × r matrix, A is an r × q matrix, and r << {p, q}. Under this
constraint, the efficiency of the variable selection is improved, and the dimensionality reduction
is achieved.
One immediate observation is the non-identifiability of the factorization, that is, with any
fully ranked r × r square matrix Q, the transformation C = (BQ)(Q−1 A) = BA is not unique.
However, under the orthogonal constraint BT B = Ir , Chen and Huang (2012) shows that the
solution to Equation 2.1 is unique up to an r × r orthogonal matrix.
One key observation is the potential similarity between the interaction among response
variables in reduce-rank regression model and the dependencies among class labels in multi-label
classification data. This motivates us to incorporate the reduced-rank structure in multi-label
classification framework to account for the label dependencies, and improve the performance of
predicting class labels.
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2.1.4

Stiefel Manifold Optimization

In Section 2.1.3, under the constraint BT B = Ir , Equation 2.1 follows as

b A)
b = argminB,A
(B,

kY − XBAk2F ,

BT B = Ir ,

which becomes an optimization problem with a orthogonality constraint on B if A is fixed.
In fact the generalization of the objective function in this optimization problem leads to an
optimization problem on a special manifold named the Stiefel manifold, and it becomes useful
in our proposed reduced-rank model for multi-label classification.
The Stiefel manifold (Edelman et al., 1998), is defined as Mpr = {B ∈ Rp×r : BT B = Ir }.
The optimization problem with orthogonality constraints presents:

min

B∈Rp×r

F(B), s.t. BT B = Ir ,

(2.2)

where Ir is the r-dimensional identity matrix, and F is a differentiable objective function. Note
that the Stiefel manifold under r = 1 scenario reduces to the unit-sphere manifold Spp−1 :=
{B ∈ Rp : kBk2 = 1}.
It is generally difficult to solve the optimization problem since usually the constraint leads
to many local minimizers. Under most of the scenarios, there is no guarantee to obtain the
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global minimizer except for a few simple cases. Given a feasible point B, as well as the gradient


(B)
G := DF(B) = ∂F∂B
. We can define the anti-symmetric matrix in the form of constraints:

W := GBT − BGT ,

and we have the following lemmas for the Stiefel manifolds. These lemmas are stated without
proof, and they can be found in Wen and Yin (2013).
b is a local minimizer of Equation 2.2, then B
b must satisfy
Lemma 2.1.1. Suppose that B
b −B
bG
bTB
b = 0 and B
bTB
b = Ir .
the first-order optimality condition, i.e., KKT condition, G
Moreover, define

5F(B) := G − BGT B,

then 5F = WB, and 5F = 0 is the necessary and sufficient condition of that if W = 0 given
that W = GBT − BGT .
In order to descend the objective function F(·), we need to modify the classical steepest
descent to accomodate the orthogonality constraints. Since the gradient 5F = WB, the
natural idea is to compute the next iteration as Y = B − τ WB, where τ is step-size. The key
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challenge here is to accomodate the new trial point Y such that Y ∈ Mrp . The new trial point
is determined by the Crank-Nicolson-like scheme (Wen and Yin, 2013)

Y(τ ) = B − τ W (B + Y(τ )) ,

where Y(τ ) is given in the closed form as

Y(τ ) = (I + τ W)−1 (I − τ W)B,

(2.3)

which is known as the Cayley transformation. The definition of Y(τ ) leads to the nice properties
that Y T (τ )Y(τ ) = BT B = Ir for any τ ∈ R, as well as that Y 0 (0) equals the projection of −G
onto the tangent space of Mrp at B, and hence Y(τ ) is a descent path. The line search algorithm
can be conducted naturally to search for an appropriate step-size τ and guarantee the algorithm
to converge to a stationary point.
And we have the following lemma
Lemma 2.1.2. Given W = GBT − BGT , then Y(τ ) in Equation 2.3 is a descent curve at
τ = 0. Moreover,

F 0 (Y(0)) =

1
∂F(Y(τ ))
|τ =0 = − kWk2F < 0.
∂τ
2

The decending property of curve Y(τ ) is obviously obtained by Lemma 2.1.2.
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2.1.4.1

Curvilinear Search Algorithm

This section provides the general algorithm to solve Equation 2.2 numerically. Currently the
matrix re-orthogonalization or generating points along geodesics of Mrp is utilized by most of the
existing constraint-preserving algorithms. Both methods are with drawbacks. The matrix reorthgonalization must involve the matrix factorization such as the singular value decomposition.
The generation of points along geodesics must compute the matrix exponentials or solve the
partial differential equations. In either case, the complexity of computation is immense.
Wen and Yin (2013) introduces an efficient curvilinear search algorithm for optimization
over the Stiefel manifold. Note that the tangent matrices of Mpr at B, denoted as TB Mpr , must
satisfy

TB Mpr = {Z ∈ Rp×r : BT Z + ZT B = 0}.

(2.4)

The Equation 2.4 motivates the adaptation of the curvilinear search algorithm on the Stiefel
manifold, where it computes certain Z such that 5B F = ZT B, and update each iteration using
Z instead of 5B F.
The curvilinear search algorithm then minimizes F(·) over the Stiefel manifold by conducting
a line-search for τ to satisfy the Armijo-Wolfe criterion (Edelman et al., 1998).
Algorithm 2.1 (Curvilinear algorithm):
Step 1 . Initialize B(0) such that BT(0) B(0) = Ir . Set two constants 0 < ρ1 ≤ ρ2 ≤ 1.
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Step 2. Set τ = 1, compute Y(τ ) as in Equation 2.3, and conduct a line search for τ̂ such
that

Fτ0 (Y(τ̂ )) ≥ ρ1 τ̂ Fτ0 (Y(0)) , F (Y(τ̂ )) ≤ F (Y(0)) + ρ2 τ̂ Fτ0 (Y(0)) .

Update B(t+1) = Y(τ̂ ).
Step 3. Set a small  > 0, repeat Step 2 until kBt+1 − Bt k < .
As showed in Wen and Yin (2013), the curvilinear algorithm is guaranteed to decrease the
objective function and converge eventually, provided that there exists at least one solution of
Equation 2.2. The line search scheme in Step 2 can be further augmented by the trusted region
algorithm (Nocedal and Yuan, 1998), which iteratively determines the current step-size based
on the performance of last step. Based on our limited numerical experience, the curvilinear
search algorithm appears to be more efficient than the algorithms in Wang and Wang (2010)
and Chen and Huang (2012), as it optimizes with respect to B in the Stiefel manifold directly
rather than to each column of B separately.
The complexity of computing the matrix inverse (I + τ W)−1 dominates the computation
of Y(τ ). While in particular it becomes cheap for the computation. The Sherman-MorrisonWoodbury (SMW) formalism formulates a fast way for computing the matrix inverses of a
certain form.

B + UVT

−1

−1 T −1
= B−1 − B−1 U I + VT B−1 U
V B
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The SMW formalism is important since it allows to update the inverse of B to the inverse
of B + UVT



efficiently. If U, V are p × 2r, 2r < p matrices, assuming B−1 available, then

the computation of B + UVT

−1


only requires inverting I + VT B−1 U , which is a 2r × 2r

matrix, and we have the following lemma,
Lemma 2.1.3. Given that W = GBT − BGT , where B, G ∈ Rp×r , then rewrite W = UVT
for U = [G, B] and V = [B, −G], then

Y(τ ) = B − τ U I + τ VT U

−1

VT B.

In general, if r << p, then inverting I + τ VT U ∈ R2r×2r is much easier than inverting
I + τ W ∈ Rp×p . (I + τ W)−1 can be efficiently computed by taking advantage of the special
form and applying the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formalism or Lemma 2.1.3.
2.2

Reduced-rank Model For Multi-label Data
As we recall, in multi-label classification, assume that the training set consists of (xi , yi ); i =

1, ..., n, where xi ∈ Rp and yi ∈ {0, 1}q with yij denoting whether xi can be labeled by the
j-th label. The primary task of multi-label classification is to construct a classification function
vector f (x) = (f1 (x), . . . , fq (x)) with fj (x) corresponding to the j-th label.
To model multi-label classification, one natural idea is to estimate fj based on (xi , yij )
for each individual label separately. However, this separate estimating method completely
ignores the dependency structure among the labels and thus the classification performance can
be suboptimal. Therefore, the key challenge of multi-label classification is to appropriately
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integrate the dependency structure among labels into modeling so that improved classification
performance can be attained.
In literature, it is common to assume that


P (Y(j) = 1|X = x) = g xT C∗j + c∗0j ,

(2.5)

where Y(j) denotes the j-th label in Y, fj∗ (x) = xT C∗j + c∗0j is the true classification function
for the j-th label, and g(u) is a link function that maps R to [0, 1]. Popular choices of g(u)
include the logistic function g(u) = (1 + exp(−u))−1 and the probit function g(u) = Φ(u)
with Φ being the cumulative distribution function of standard normal distribution. In order
to integrate the dependency structure among Y(j) ’s, the reduced-rank model further assumes
that rank(C∗ ) = r∗ ≤ min(p, q), or more specifically,

C∗ = (C∗1 , . . . , C∗q ) = B∗ A∗ ,

(2.6)

where B∗ is a p×r∗ rank reduction matrix with B∗T B∗ = Ir∗ , and A∗ = (A∗1 , . . . , A∗q ) is a r∗ ×q
coefficient matrix. Here, B∗ serves as the projection matrix mapping x from large-dimensional
∗

Rp to low-dimensional Rr , and A∗j is the corresponding coefficient vector for the j-th label in
∗

Rr . Note that the factorization in Equation 2.6 is not unique as B∗ A∗ = B∗ ΛΛT A∗ for any
orthogonal matrix Λ. However, it may not be an issue for multi-label classification since its
b +b
b =B
bA
b and
goal is to construct the estimated classification function f̂ (x) = xT C
c0 , with C
b
c0 = (b
c01 , . . . , b
c0q )T .
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It is worth to re-emphasize that the model assumes the classification functions corresponding to each class label reside in the same low dimensional space as the instance space, and
therefore the dependency structure is modeled through the common low-dimensional space.
0 s given
In other words, that the model assumes there exists joint indepedence among the Y(j)

the projected space xT B∗ , while such joint independence is not necessarily existing given x,
0 s given x.
therefore the depedency structure remains among Y(j)

Consequently the negative log-likelihood function for the model Equation 2.5 with the
reduced-rank structure Equation 2.6 is

l(C, c0 ) = l(B, A, c0 )
=

q 
n X
X

(2.7)



− yij log g xTi BAj + c0j − (1 − yij ) log 1 − g(xTi BAj + c0j ) .

i=1 j=1

b b
Here g is assumed to be proper so that the estimate (C,
c0 ) is unique. Furthermore, when the
data dimension p becomes relatively large, it is generally believed that only a small proportion of
the covariates in x are informative for the class labels and the remaining covariates are noise. To
b it is desirable to equip the likelihood criterion with a sparsity-induced
enforce the sparsity in C,
regularization term. Therefore, the proposed multi-label classification framework becomes

min lp (B, A, c0 ), s.t. BT B = Ir ,
B,A

(2.8)

where lp (B, A, c0 ) = l(B, A, c0 ) + λJ(B), J(B) is a sparsity-induced penalty, λ is an adaptive
tuning parameter, and the rank r is assumed to be small compared with p and q, suggesting
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the low-rank structure of the multi-label classification model. In this paper, we set J(B) as the
adaptive group lasso penalty (Yuan and Lin, 2006; Wang, 2008),

J(B) =

p
X
kBk k2

kBk0 k2
k=1

,

(2.9)

where B0 is an initial consistent estimate of B∗ that can be obtained by minimizing l(B, A, c0 ).
The group lasso penalty screens out the noise covariate xk only when all components of Bk are
zero.
To solve the constrained optimization in Equation 2.8, we develop a constrained manifold
optimization algorithm in the following section, which is designed to conduct optimization over
a manifold such as the one defined by BT B = Ir . It is also worth pointing out that although the
b is unique
solution to Equation 2.8 is only unique up to an orthogonal matrix, the resultant C
b are unique as well (Chen and Huang, 2012).
and the non-zero rows of B
2.3

Asymptotic Theories
This section establishes the asymptotic results for the proposed multi-label classification, in

b =B
b A,
b as well as the model
terms of the estimation and variable selection consistencies of C
selection consistency via BIC.
2.3.1

Assumptions

For simplicity, we assume only the first p0 variables are truly informative, implying only the
first p0 rows of B∗ are non-zero. In addition, the following technical assumptions are made.
Assumption C1 . For any u, (g 0 (u))2 ≥ max (g 00 (u)g(u), g 00 (u)(g(u) − 1)).
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Assumption C2 . The set C = {(C, c0 ) : E (l1 (C, c0 , X, Y)) < ∞} 6= ∅, where it has
l1 (C, c0 , X, Y) =

Pq

j=1


− Yj log g(XT Cj + c0j ) − (1 − Yj ) log 1 − g(XT Cj + c0j ) .

Assumption C3 . There exists 0 < c1 ≤ c2 such that c1 ≤ φmin (I1 (vec(B∗ , A∗ , c∗0 ))) ≤
φmax (I1 (vec(B∗ , A∗ , c∗0 ))) ≤ c2 , where I1 (vec(B∗ , A∗ , c∗0 )) is the Fisher information matrix induced by vec(B∗ , A∗ , c∗0 ), and φmin (·) and φmax (·) denote the minimal and maximal eigenvalues.
Assumption C1 implies that −yij (log g(u))00 − (1 − yij ) (log(1 − g(u)))00 ≥ 0 for any yij ∈
{0, 1}, and thus the second derivative of Equation 2.7 on (C, c0 ) must be positive definite.
Consequently, it assures that Equation 2.7 is a convex programming problem, and has a


b b
unique solution C,
c0 . Assumption C1 is satisfied by many popular link functions, including the logistic function and the probit function. Assumption C2 assures that (C∗ , c∗0 ) =
argminC,c0 E(l1 (C, c0 , X, Y)) is also unique (Shao, 2003). Assumption C3 is a bounded eigenvalue assumption, and has been popularly used in literature to guard the Fisher information
matrix from degeneration (Rothman et al., 2008). Theorem 2.3.1 establishes the estimation
b b
consistency of (C,
c0 ) in estimating (C∗ , c∗0 ).
2.3.2

Estimation Consistency

√
Theorem 2.3.1. (Estimation consistency) Under Assumptions C1-C3, if r∗ is known, λ/ n →
√
b A,
b b
b =B
bA
b and b
0, there exists a local minimizer (B,
c0 ) of Equation 2.8, such that C
c0 are nconsistent estimates of C∗ and c∗0 .
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1 : Since the factorization of (B∗ , A∗ ) in Equation 2.6 is not unique
as B∗ A∗ = B∗ ΛΛT A∗ for any orthogonal matrix Λ, we denote by TC∗ the collection of all such
(B∗ , A∗ )’s. In the sequel, (B∗ , A∗ ) refers to any given pair in TC∗ . Let Γ = vec(B, A, c0 ),
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Γ∗ = vec(B∗ , A∗ , c∗0 ), T (Γ) = l(B, A, c0 ), Tp (Γ) = lp (B, A, c0 ). The Taylor expansion of T (Γ)
at Γ∗ implies

T (Γ) = T (Γ∗ ) +

1
∂T (Γ∗ )
(Γ − Γ∗ ) + (Γ − Γ∗ )T H(Γ̃)(Γ − Γ∗ ),
∂ΓT
2

where H(Γ̃) is the Hessian matrix, Γ̃ is a matrix between Γ and Γ∗ .
The proof proceeds as follows. We first construct a neighbourhood of Γ∗ as Nn (γ, Γ∗ ) =
Bn (γ, Γ∗ )

T

√
MB , where Bn (γ, Γ∗ ) = {Γ : kI1 (Γ∗ )1/2 (Γ − Γ∗ )k2 ≤ γ/ n}, and MB = {Γ :

BT B = Ir∗ }. Note that Bn (γ, Γ∗ ) is a connected and closed ellipsoid, and MB is identical
with the manifold {B, BT B = Ir∗ } times Rqr

∗ +q

, therefore it implies Nn (γ, Γ∗ ) is a closed and

connected set. Then we show that Tp (Γ∗ ) is smaller than Tp (Γ) for any Γ on the boundary
of Nn (γ, Γ∗ ), which implies that there exists a local minimizer within Nn (γ, Γ∗ ). Finally, the
desired result follows from the fact that Γ∗ ∈ Nn (γ, Γ∗ ) and thus that the distance between the
√
local minimizer and Γ∗ is upper bounded by γ/ n.
Let N̄n (γ, Γ∗ ) be the boundary of Nn (γ, Γ∗ ), then for any Γ ∈ N̄n (γ, Γ∗ ),

∗

∗

Tp (Γ) − Tp (Γ ) = T (Γ) − T (Γ ) +

p
X
k=1



k
∗k
λkBk0 k−1
kB
k
−
kB
k
.
2
2
2
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It follows from the fact kB∗k k2 = 0 for k > p0 , and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that
p
X

λkBk0 k−1
2



∗k

k



kB k2 − kB k2 ≥

k=1

p0
X



λkBk0 k−1
kBk k2 − kB∗k k2
2

k=1
p0
X

≥−

k
∗k
λkBk0 k−1
2 kB − B k2 .

k=1

Then we have

Tp (Γ) − Tp (Γ∗ ) ≥ T (Γ) − T (Γ∗ ) −

p0
X

∗
λkBk0 k−1
2 kΓ − Γ k2

k=1

∂T (Γ∗ )

1
(Γ − Γ∗ ) + (Γ − Γ∗ )T H(Γ̃)(Γ − Γ∗ )
2
√
λp0
−√
kI1 (Γ∗ )−1/2 k2 k nI1 (Γ∗ )1/2 (Γ − Γ∗ )k2 .
k
n min1≤k≤p0 kB0 k2
≥

∂ΓT

Next we bound each term separately. The first term can be bounded as

√
T
∗
∂T (Γ∗ )
∗
∗ 1/2
∗
∗ −1/2 ∂T (Γ )
(Γ
−
Γ
)
=
nI
(Γ
)
(Γ
−
Γ
)
(nI
(Γ
))
1
1
∂ΓT
∂Γ
∗
∂T (Γ )
≥ −γ n−1/2 I1 (Γ∗ )−1/2
.
∂Γ
2

By the Markov’s inequality,


P

n−1/2 I1 (Γ∗ )−1/2

∂T (Γ∗ )
∂Γ

≤
2

γ
2



2
∗
4
−1/2
∗ −1/2 ∂T (Γ )
E
n
I
(Γ
)
1
γ2
∂Γ
2


∗
∗
4
∂T (Γ ) −1
∗ −1 ∂T (Γ )
= 1 − 2E
n I1 (Γ )
γ
∂ΓT
∂Γ

≥1−

=1−

4
4(p + q)r∗ + 4q
∗
dim(Γ
)
=
1
−
,
γ2
γ2
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where the last equality follows from the fact that I1 (Γ∗ ) is the Fisher-information matrix, T (Γ)


∗
∗ +4q
2
is the log-likelihood. Then it follows that P ∂T∂Γ(ΓT ) (Γ − Γ∗ ) > − γ2 ≥ 1 − 4(p+q)r
.
γ2
Since

P
1
∗
n H(Γ̃) → I1 (Γ )

as n → ∞, the second can be bounded as

1
(Γ − Γ∗ )T H(Γ̃)(Γ − Γ∗ ) =
2
T
√

2
1 √
1
P γ
nI1 (Γ∗ )1/2 (Γ − Γ∗ ) I1 (Γ∗ )−1/2 H(Γ̃)I1 (Γ∗ )−1/2
nI1 (Γ∗ )1/2 (Γ − Γ∗ ) →
.
2
n
2

The last term can be bounded as follows. Since B0 is the consistent estimate to some B∗ ,
min1≤k≤p0 kBk0 k12 ≥ c3 for certain c3 > 0. By Assumption C3 there exists c4 > 0 such that
√
kI1 (Γ∗ )−1/2 k2 ≤ c4 . Along with λ/ n → 0 as n → ∞,

√

λp0
n min1≤k≤p0 kBk0 k2

√
√
P
kI1 (Γ∗ )−1/2 k2 k nI1 (Γ∗ )1/2 (Γ − Γ∗ )k2 ≤ c4 p0 γλ( nc3 )−1 → 0.

Combining the above bounds, for any η > 0, we can select γ sufficiently large such that
for any Γ ∈ N̄n (γ, Γ∗ ), P (Tp (Γ) − Tp (Γ∗ ) > 0) > 1 − η, therefore there exists at least one
b of Tp (·) inside Nn (γ, Γ∗ ), and it follows kΓ
b − Γ∗ k2 ≤ O(γ/√n), kb
local minimizer Γ
c0 − c∗0 k ≤
√
b − A∗ kF ≤ O(γ/√n), as well as kB
b − B∗ kF ≤ O(γ/√n). It completes the proof
O(γ/ n), kA
of Theorem 2.3.1.
2.3.3

Variable Selection Consistency

Next, to quantify the variable selection performance, denote the active set AC = {x(k) :
kCk k2 6= 0}, where x(k) denotes the k-th variable and Ck denotes the k-th row of C. Clearly, AC
contains the set of informative variables that contribute to at least one classification function
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b recovers the
defined by C. Theorem 2.3.2 shows that the estimated active set induced by C
true active set induced by C∗ with probability tending to 1.
Theorem 2.3.2. (Variable selection consistency) Under Assumptions C1-C3, if r∗ is known,
√
λ/ n → 0 and λ → ∞, P (AC
b = AC∗ ) → 1.
b is the same
Proof of Theorem 2.3.2: First we note that the active set induced by C
b in the sense that kC
b k k = 0 if and only if kB
b k k = 0. We now prove
as that induced by B
b k k2 > 0.
this theorem by contradiction. Suppose that there exists some k > p0 such that kB
Denote G =

∂lp (·)
∂B ,

b ∈ Mp∗ yields
then the first order Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition on B
r

bB
bT = B
bG
b T by Lemma 2.1.1, leading to G
b =B
bG
bTB
b given that B
bTB
b = Ir∗ . That is, for any
G
bk = B
b kG
b T B,
b where G
b k and B
b k are the k-th rows of G
b and B,
b respectively. We will then
k, G
b k k2 and kB
b kG
b T Bk
b 2 are of different magnitudes, leading to contradiction.
show that kG
One one hand, we have

b b c0 )
b A,
b b
b
∂l(B,
c0 )
∂J(B)
b k = ∂lp (B, A, b
G
=
+
λ
∂Bk
∂Bk
∂Bk
b b
b

∂l(B∗ , A,
c0 )
b k − B∗k H(B̃k ) + λ ∂J(B) ,
=
+ B
k
∂B
∂Bk

where the k-th row

b
∂J(B)
∂Bk

= kBk0 k−1
2

bk
B
b k k2 ,
kB

b k and B∗k . By Theorem 2.3.1,
and B̃k is between B

√
b and A
b are the √n-consistent estimates of some B∗ and A∗ in TC∗ , and b
B
c0 is the n-estimate
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∗ b c )
√
√
0
of c∗0 , then n−1 H(B̃k ) = I1 (B∗k )+Op (1/ n), and n−1 ∂l(B∂B,A,b
−S1 (B∗k ) = Op (1/ n), where
k

the score function S1 (B∗k ) =

1 ∂
n ∂Bk E

(l(B∗ , A∗ , c∗0 )) = 0. Consequently, we have


√
√ 
b k = Op ( n) + B
b k nI1 (B∗k ) + Op ( n) +
G

bk
λB
.
b k k2
kBk k2 kB
0

b k k2 is of the same order
Furthermore, as kBk0 k = Op (n−1/2 ) and I1 (B∗ ) is positive definite, kG
b k k2 .
as Op (n)kB
On the other hand,

bk

bT

bk

b =B
B G B

√

b
√ 
b − B∗ )T + λ ∂J(B)
Op ( n) + nI1 (B ) + Op ( n) (B
∂BT

b kG
b T Bk
b 2 ≤ kB
b k k2
Then kB



∗

!
b
B.


√
√
b
b − B∗ )T + λ ∂J(B)
b
Op ( n) + (nI1 (B∗ ) + Op ( n)) (B
B
T
∂B

F

. By

b kG
b T Bk
b 2 ≤ Op (λ√n)kB
b k k2 .
b − B∗ kF = Op (1/√n), and thus kB
Theorem 2.3.1, we have kB
b 2 is of smaller magnitude
b T Bk
b k k2 > 0 and λ/√n → 0, it can be concluded that kB
b kG
Since kB
b k k2 , which contradicts with the fact that G
bk = B
b kG
b T B.
b This implies that kB
b k k2 = 0
than kG
for all k > p0 and completes the proof.
2.3.4

Bayesian Information Criterion Selection Consistency

Note that the true r∗ is assumed known in both Theorems 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, which may not be
available in practice. We now establish the model selection consistency in selecting the tuning
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parameter (λ, r) via BIC. The BIC criterion for the reduced-rank multi-label classification model
is defined as


b λ,r , (b
l C
c0 )λ,r
BICλ,r =

where



b λ,r , (b
C
c0 )λ,r



+

n

log n
· dfC
b λ,r ,
n

is the estimated coefficient matrix by solving Equation 2.8 subject to

rank(C) = r, and dfC
b λ,r = r(|AC
b λ,r | + q − (r + 1)/2) with |A| denoting the cardinality of A.
Lemma 2.3.3. Under Assumption C1-C3, let λ = λn = log n, then as n → ∞,

P

BICλn ,r∗ − BICC∗ ,c∗0 → 0

Proof of Lemma 2.3.3 : First we have

BICλ,r − BICC∗ ,c∗0 =



b λ,r , (b
l C
c0 )λ,r
n

−


l (C∗ , c∗0 ) log n 
+
dfC
−
df
b λ,r
b∗ .
C
n
n

(2.10)

Since λ = λn = log n, r = r∗ satisfies the conditions in Theorem 2.3.1 and Theorem 2.3.2,
b λ ,r∗ = B
b λ ,r∗ A
b λ ,r∗ is the consistent estimate of
(b
c0 )λn ,r∗ is the consistent estimate of c∗0 , C
n
n
n


b λ ,r∗ ,(b
l (C
c0 )λn ,r∗ )
l(C∗ ,c∗ ) P
n
C∗ , then P dfC
= dfC
− n 0 → 0, then it completes
b
b ∗ → 1, as well as
n
∗
λn ,r

the proof.
b b
Lemma 2.3.3 shows that the value of the BIC criterion for (C,
c0 ) with λ = log n and r = r∗
converges to that of the true model in probability.
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Next, for simplicity, we denote

Ω+ = {(λ, r) : dfC
b λ,r > dfC∗ },
∗
Ω− = {(λ, r) : AC
b λ,r + AC∗ , or AC
b λ,r ⊇ AC∗ and r < r }.

Note that Ω+ ∪ Ω− forms the collection of (λ, r)’s failing to identify the true model. In other
∗
words, (Ω+ ∪ Ω− )c = {(λ, r) : AC
b λ,r = AC∗ and r = r }.

Lemma 2.3.4. Under Assumptions C1-C3, as n → ∞,




P

inf

(λ,r)∈Ω+ ∪Ω−

BICλ,r > BIC

C∗ ,c∗0

→ 1.

Proof of Lemma 2.3.4: The proof proceeds by cases:
(i) For (λ, r) ∈ Ω+ such that dfC
b λ,r > dfC∗ , from Equation 2.10 we have

BICλ,r − BICC∗ ,c∗0 ≥



b λ,r , (b
l C
c0 )λ,r − l (C∗ , c∗0 )

+

log n
n

n
l(Cm , c0m ) − l(C∗ , c∗0 ) log n
≥
+
,
n
n

where (Cm , c0m ) denote the minimizer of l(·). By the classical asymptotic theory, since p and
D

q are fixed, as n → ∞, −2l (Cm , c0m ) + 2l (C∗ , c∗0 ) → χ2(p+1)q and log n → ∞, then it follows


P

inf
(λ,r)∈Ω+


BICλ,r − BICC∗ ,c∗0 > 0 → 1.
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(ii) For (λ, r) ∈ Ω− , we denote C− = {(C, c0 ) : AC + AC∗ , or AC ⊇ AC∗ and r < r∗ }, then
b λ,r , (b
(C
c0 )λ,r ) ∈ C− . In Equation 2.10 for any (C, c0 ) ∈ C− , since the degree of freedom terms
are finite, as n → ∞,

BICC,c0 − BICC∗ ,c∗0

P

→ E(l1 (C, c0 , x, y)) − E(l1 (C∗ , c∗0 , X, Y))


∂ 2 E l1 (C̃, c̃0 , X, Y)
= vec(C − C∗ , c0 − c∗0 )T
vec(C − C∗ , c0 − c∗0 ),
∂(C, c0 )2

where (C̃, c̃0 ) is between (C, c0 ) and (C∗ , c∗0 ). Next we will show inf (C,c0 )∈C− kC − C∗ kF > 0
by considering the following two cases.
(a) For those (C, c0 ) ∈ C− with AC + AC∗ , then kC∗ − CkF ≥ kC∗k − Ck k2 = kC∗k k2 > 0,
for k such that x(k) ∈ AcC

T

AC∗ , then inf AC +AC∗ kC − C∗ kF > 0.

(b) For those (C, c0 ) ∈ C− with AC ⊇ AC∗ , and rank(C) < r∗ , it immediately implies
kC∗ −Ck2 > 0, and then kC−C∗ kF ≥ kC−C∗ k2 > 0, and inf AC ⊇A

C∗ ,

∗
rank(C)<r∗ kC−C kF >

0.
Combining both cases, we have inf (C,c0 )∈C− kC − C∗ kF > 0, which, together with the fact
that

∂ 2 E (l1 (C̃,c̃0 ,X,Y))
∂(C,c0 )2

is positive definite, implies the desired results.

Combining Lemmas 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, it is clear that with probability tending to 1, the BIC
b b
criterion value for (C,
c0 ) with λ = log n and r = r∗ is asymptotically smaller than that for
b b
(C,
c0 ) with parameters in Ω+ ∪ Ω− . As a consequence, those (λ, r)’s in Ω+ ∪ Ω− will not be
selected by the BIC criterion asymptotically. Equivalently, the selected tuning parameter by
the BIC criterion must be contained in (Ω+ ∪ Ω− )c yielding the true model asymptotically.
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Theorem 2.3.5. (Model selection consistency via BIC) Under Assumptions C1-C3, as n → ∞,

P

b − C∗ kF + k(b
kC
c0 )λ̂,r̂ − c∗0 k2 → 0.
λ̂,r̂

Proof of Theorem 2.3.5 :


∗ , c∗ , X, Y)) ≤  →
b , (b
We just need to show for any  > 0, P E(l1 (C
c
)
,
X,
Y))
−
E(l
(C
0
1
0
λ̂,r̂
λ̂,r̂
1. Then by the proof of Lemma 2,


 −1
2 E l (C̃, c̃ , X, Y)
∂
1
0
 b
∗
 1/2 
P kC
c0 )λ̂,r̂ − c∗0 k2 ≤ φmin 
 → 1,
λ̂,r̂ − C kF + k(b
2
∂(C, c0 )




where (C̃, c̃0 ) is between (C, c0 ) and (C∗ , c∗0 ). Since  is arbitrary, and

∂ 2 E (l1 (C̃,c̃0 ,X,Y))
∂(C,c0 )2

is

positive definite with finite eigenvalues, then it completes the proof.


From Lemma 2.3.3, for any  > 0, as n → ∞, P BICλ̂,r̂ ≤ BICλn ,r∗ ≤ BICC∗ ,c∗0 + /3 → 1.
Furthermore,



b , (b
E l1 (C
c
)
,
X,
Y)
− E (l1 (C∗ , c∗0 , X, Y))
0
λ̂,r̂
λ̂,r̂


b , (b
= E l1 (C
c
)
,
X,
Y)
− BICλ̂,r̂ + BICλ̂,r̂ − BICC∗ ,c∗0 + BICC∗ ,c∗0 − E (l1 (C∗ , c∗0 , X, Y)) .
0 λ̂,r̂
λ̂,r̂



b , (b
When n is large enough, with probability tending to 1, E l1 (C
c
)
,
X,
Y)
− BICλ̂,r̂ ≤
0 λ̂,r̂
λ̂,r̂
/3, BICC∗ ,c∗0 − E (l1 (C∗ , c∗0 , X, Y)) ≤ /3, and it implies the results.
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Theorem 2.3.5 assures that the model with the tuning parameter selected by the BIC criteb
rion can well approximate the true model. It is also worth pointing out that C
λ̂,r̂ in Theorem
2.3.5 refers to the local estimate achieving the estimation consistency in Theorem 2.3.1.
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2.4

Computing Algorithms
Now we turn to the optimization in Equation 2.8, which can be rewritten as

min l(B, A, c0 ) s.t. J(B) ≤ s, BT B = Ir ,
B,A

(2.11)

where the constraints are induced by the adaptive group lasso regularization as well as the
orthogonality of B. We then propose to solve Equation 2.11 for B and (A, c0 ) separately
pretending the other party is fixed. Specifically, when B is fixed, Equation 2.11 becomes
unconstrained and can be efficiently solved by the standard gradient descent algorithm; when
(A, c0 ) is fixed, we develop a constrained manifold optimization algorithm to solve Equation 2.11
for B.
To solve for B, we modify the curvilinear search algorithm to accommodate the sparsity
constraint J(B) ≤ s. The details are given as follows.
Algorithm 2.2 (Alternating algorithm):
Step 1. Initialize B(0) such that BT(0) B(0) = Ir and J(B(0) ) ≤ s. Set F(·) = l(·), and two
constants 0 < ρ1 ≤ ρ2 ≤ 1.

Step 2. Given B(t) , solve Equation 2.11 for A(t+1) , c0 (t+1) via a coordinate descent algorithm.

Step 3. Given A(t+1) , c0 (t+1) , conduct a modified Step 2 in Algorithm 2.1 with an additional requirement J(Y(τ̂ )) ≤ s, and update B(t+1) = Y(τ̂ ).
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Step 4. Set small  > 0, repeat Step 2 and Step 3 until kvec B(t+1) , A(t+1) , c0 (t+1) −

vec B(t) , A(t) , c0 (t) k2 < .
Similar as Wen and Yin (2013), Algorithm 2.2 also decreases the objective function value in
Equation 2.11 and will converge eventually. The computational cost for adding the additional
sparsity constraint does not increase much as it may only slightly increase the number of steps
in the line search of Step 3. Furthermore, Step 2 can be easily accelerated by parallelizing the
coordinate descent algorithm (Richtrik and Tak, 2012).
2.5

Numerical Simulations
This section examines the performance of the proposed reduced-rank multi-label classifica-

tion method by conducting a variety of numerical experiments, and comparing its performance
against several popular alternatives in literature.
For the proposed method, we set the link function as the logistic function in Equation 2.8 for
illustration. Four existing multi-label classification methods are included for comparison: separate binary classification (SB) as the Binary Relevance with logistic classify function, the Chain
Classifier (CC; Read et al., 2009), the “curds and whey” approach (CW; Breiman and Friedman, 1997), and the partial least square discriminant analysis (PLSDA; Barker and Rayens,
2003). For fair comparison, all methods are equipped with the lasso or group lasso penalty to
attain the sparsity. Specifically, SB predicts each class labels separately, and the coefficients on
j-th label is estimated from a separate binary classification formulation,

b j = argminC
C
j

n
X
i=1

−yij (xTi Cj + c0j ) + log(1 + exp(xTi Cj + c0j )) + λkCj k2 .

(2.12)
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where the regularization term kCj k2 is used to achieve sparsity in SB. CC computes the each
label cofficients by sequentially incorporating previous labels into the covariates, where similar
regularization term as in Equation 2.12 is used as well. CW is a two-step method. The first
step is the same as SB and produces the predicted function values, and the second step reconducts the classification by regressing the labels on the predicted function values. PLSDA
applies the partial least square discriminant analysis on each label separately. All the tuning
parameters (r̂, λ̂) are selected by the BIC criterion via grid search, where the grid points are
set as r ∈ {1, . . . , min(p, q)} and λ ∈ {103(t−1)/49 ; t = 1, . . . , 50}.
To compare the performance in multi-label classification, a number of evaluation metrics are
proposed in literature (Tsoumakas and Katakis, 2007). In this paper, we adopt the Hamming
loss (HL) computing the proportion of the mis-predicted labels,

HL(Ŷ, Y) =

m q
1 XX
I (ŷij 6= yij ) ,
mq
i=1 j=1

where m is the size of testing set. The averaged Frobenius norm error and the variable selection
error (Ravikumar et al., 2011),

b C∗ ) = kC
b − C∗ kF + kb
F(C,
c0 − c∗0 k2 ,


dim Acb ∩ AC∗
dim AC
∩ AcC∗
b
∗
C
b C )=
VS(C,
+
,
2p0
2(p − p0 )

are also reported to evaluate the estimation and variable selection performance.
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2.5.1

Simulation Study

The following simulation examples are examined. First, xi ∼ N (0, Σp×p ), where Σkl =
ρ + (1 − ρ)I(k = l) with ρ = 0.2. Each row of A∗ is randomly generated from N (0, (Σb )q×q ),
where (Σb )kl = ρ|k−l| if k 6= l, and (Σb )kl = k if k = l. The first p0 rows of B∗ are randomly
generated from N (0, Ir∗ ), and the rest p − p0 rows are set to be 0. And the first p0 rows of
B∗ are normalized so that B∗T B∗ = Ir∗ . Each c∗0j is randomly generated from the uniform


distribution in [−1, 1]. Next, yij ∼ Bern (1 + exp(−xTi C∗j + c∗0j ))−1 for j = 1, . . . , q. Five
scenarios with different p, p0 , q, r∗ , n and m are examined:
Scenario 1: (p, p0 , q, r∗ , n, m) = (10, 5, 5, 3, 500, 3000);
Scenario 2: (p, p0 , q, r∗ , n, m) = (100, 50, 10, 3, 500, 3000);
Scenario 3: (p, p0 , q, r∗ , n, m) = (100, 50, 10, 3, 1500, 3000);
Scenario 4: (p, p0 , q, r∗ , n, m) = (100, 30, 100, 30, 1500, 3000);
Scenario 5: (p, p0 , q, r∗ , n, m) = (100, 50, 50, 50, 2000, 3000);
The first three scenarios are designed with low-rank structure, and the last two scenarios are
of full-rank structure. Each scenario is replicated 50 times. The averaged evaluation metrics
over the 50 replications are summarized in Tables I-III.

Tables I-III about here
Clearly, Tables I-III suggest that the performance of the proposed reduced-rank multi-label
classification is competitive in all the scenarios. More attractively, the smaller misclassification
errors are often achieved via simpler models in most scenarios. PLSDA delivers superior classi-
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fication accuracy in the low-dimensional scenario, whereas the performance is sub-optimal when
data dimension becomes relatively high. The Frobenius norm error and the variable selection
error of PLSDA are not reported in Tables II and III, since PLSDA estimates the partial least
square regression coefficients instead of C∗ and selects the subset of the linearly combination
of all variables instead of the variables themselves. CW delivers better classification accuracy
than SB, as the second step of CW attempts to incorporate the dependency structure among
the class labels that was completely ignored by SB. It is also interesting to note that CC is less
competitive, even compared with SB, although it indeed makes use of the dependency structure
to some extent.
2.5.2

Real Examples

This section applies the proposed reduced-rank multi-label classification method to analyze
two real datasets, Birds and Scene. Both datasets are publicly available and can be downloaded
at http://mulan.sourceforge.net/datasets.html.
The Birds dataset collects the audio signal information to classify the species of vocalizing
birds. Briggs et al. (2012) uses the representation of a 2D time-frequency segmentation of the
audio signal to separate bird sounds that overlap in time, and summarizes the representation
information into the Birds dataset. This dataset contains 645 instances with 258 numerical
attributes and 19 labels, among which 323 instances are used for the training set.
The Scene dataset collects the images of sematic scenes, and catergorizes images into sematic
classes, such as “sunset”, “beaches”, and so on. Boutell et al. (2004) proposed a multi-label
learning method in scene label learning, and implemented their method on the summarized
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Scene dataset. This data set contains 2,407 instances with 294 numerical attributes and 6
labels, among which 1,211 instances are used for the training set.
To better predict the class labels, a threshold strategy is adopted such that the density of
“1” in the testing set is as close to the one in the training set as possible (Fan and Lin, 2007).
As the truth is unknown in real datasets, the F-norm error and the variable selection error can
not be computed. The averaged Hamming loss and number of selected variables are reported
in Table IV.

Table IV about here
The superiority of the proposed method is evident in Table IV, where the proposed method
delivers smaller Hamming loss than the other four methods and yields a simpler model with
smaller number of variables. Furthermore, the Hamming loss and the BIC criterion are graphed
as functions of s and r in Figure Figure 1, respectively. It is clear that the performance of the
BIC criterion appears to be satisfactory and selects the model with small Hamming loss.

Figure 1 about here

CHAPTER 3

SPARSE POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX ESTIMATION

Parts of this chapter was previously published as Yuan, T. and Wang, J. (2012) A coordinate
descent algorithm for sparse positive definite matrix estimation. Statistical Analysis and Data
Mining.
This chapter presents the generic framework of coordinate descent (CD) algorithm for solving the optimization problem with respect to sparse positive definite matrix, and it is organized
as follows. Section 3.1 introduces the sparse positive definite matrix estimation, discusses the
connection between the Gaussian graphical model and the precision and covariance matrices.
Section 3.2 presents the generic coordinate descent algorithm, and applies it to precision matrix
estimation and covariance matrix estimation respectively. Section 3.3 presents the numerical
experiments in both the simulations and real examples. The effective comparison of the performance sufficiently demonstrates the advantage of our proposed model and method. Section
3.4 extends the proposed algorithm to a block CD algorithm in the context of graph clustering.
3.1

Introduction To Sparse Positiive Definite Matrix Estimation
This section reviews the used methods of sparse precision matrix estimation and sparse

covariance matrix estimation in literature. The techiniques for estimating a sparse precision
matrix are very different from the ones for estimating a sparse covariance matrix, while the
sparsity in the precision or covariance matrix can be interpreted by Gaussian graphical model,
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and the sparsity is equivalent with the conditional or marginal independence among random
variables following multivariate Gaussian distribution.
3.1.1

Gaussian Graphical Model

As an interesting view of the multivariate Gaussian distribution, a Gaussian grahical model
(Edward, 2000) for a multivariate Gaussian random vector x is represented by an undirected
graph with vertices and undirected edges. The p-dimensional Gaussian multivariate probability
density function follows the well-known covariance form

−p/2

f (x) = (2π)

det(Σ0 )

−1/2




1
T
−1
exp − (x − µ) Σ0 (x − µ) ,
2

and another presentation is the information form

f (x) = (2π)

−p/2

1/2

det(Ω0 )


1
T
exp − (x − µ) Ω0 (x − µ) .
2


Under the interpretation of Gaussian graphical model, the off-diagonal entries of Σ0 and
Ω0 represents dependence structure between variables. We present the following two results
without citation.
Lemma 3.1.1. (Ω0 )jk = 0 is the necessary and sufficient condition of that x(j) and x(k) are
conditionally independent given other variables x−j,−k .
Lemma 3.1.2. (Σ0 )jk = 0 is the necessary and sufficient condition of that x(j) and x(k) are
marginally independent.
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These two lemmas guarantee that estimating parameters and identifying zeros in the precision or covariance matrix are identical with the parameter estimation and variable selection
in Gaussian graphical model. The absence of edges between graph vertices corresponds to the
nullity of off-diagonal entries in the precision or covariance matrix.
3.1.2

Positive Definite Matrix Estimation Setup

Assume that a training sample X = (X1 , ..., Xn )T is available, where Xi = (Xi1 , ..., Xip )T ∈
Rp follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution with zero-mean and covariance matrix Σ0 . The
−1
inverse covariance matrix is denoted as Ω0 = Σ−1
0 . To estimate Ω0 , one natural choice is S ,

where
n

S=

1X
(Xi − X)(Xi − X)T
n
i=1

is the sample covariance matrix, and X is the sample mean. However, S is not always invertible.
For example, in scenarios with large dimension and small sample size, S is only nonnegative
definite and thus non-invertible. Even when S is invertible, S −1 is not sparse and cannot be
used to infer the conditional dependence structure in the corresponding Gaussian graphical
model.
3.1.3
3.1.3.1

Literature Review
Precision Matrix Estimation

By Section 3.1.1, the estimation of a large precision matrix captures the conditional independence among random variables. In order to induce the sparsity in precision matrix, the
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formulation is to minimize the regularized negative log-likelihood function (Friedman et al.,
2008),
b λ = argminΩ lp (Ω) + λJ(Ω),
Ω

(3.1)

with negative log-likelihood of multivariate normal distribution

lp (Ω) = tr(ΩS) − log det(Ω)

after dropping the constant terms, where tr(·) and det(·) are the trace and determinant of a
matrix, J(Ω) is the regularization term encouraging sparsity in Ω, such as the lasso penalty
(Tibshirani, 1994), the SCAD penalty (Fan and Li, 2001), the adaptive lasso penalty (Zou,
2006), and the Lq penalty (Liu et al., 2007).
The practical interpretation of the regularization method is self-evident. On the one hand,
b λ = S −1 presents the maximum likelihood
under the scenario that λ = 0 and S is invertible, Ω
estimator of Ω, while this estimator tends to be with many noisy covariates, and fails to capture
the conditional independence structure among random variables. On the other hand under the
b λ presents the null matrix containing no information. Under appropriate
scenario λ = ∞, Ω
b λ is expected to be a “balanced” estimator with an appropriate
selection of tuning parameter λ, Ω
level of sparsity and credential.
In literature, a number of optimization algorithms are proposed for minimizing Equation 3.1
with the lasso penalty J(Ω) = kΩk1 =

Pp

j,k=1 |Ωjk |

or J(Ω) = kΩ− k1 =

P

j6=k

|Ωjk |, such as

the max-det optimization algorithm (Yuan and Lin, 2007), the graphical lasso (Friedman et al.,
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2008) and the Cholesky decomposition (Rothman et al., 2008). Note that the max-det optimization algorithm and the Cholesky decomposition are computationally demanding, graphical
lasso is computationally efficient but only assures the positive definiteness for Equation 3.1
with lasso penalty. In addition, the performance of the regularized formulation in Equation 3.1
largely relies on the tuning parameter λ, so the aforementioned optimization algorithms need
to be run multiple times for various values of λ and the computation cost can be significantly
increased.
Another approach to estimate the precision matrix is through the column-by-column estimation method (Yuan, 2010), which exploits the relationship between conditional multivariate
normal distribution and linear regression. Inspired by the conditional distribution of x(j) given
x−j satisfying

x(j) |x−j ∼ N αj0 x−j , σj2 ,
where αj = (Σ−j,−j )−1 Σ−j,j = − (Ωjj )−1 Ω−j,j and σj2 = Σjj − Σ−j,j (Σ−j,−j )−1 Σ−j,j =
(Ωjj )−1 , the resultant linear regression model can be interpreted as

X(j) = αj0 X−j + j ,

where j is random noise and independent with X−j , therefore it is desirable to recover the
precision matrix Ω by extracting the coefficients from regressing X(j) on X−j in sequence. In
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order to obtain the sparsity, Meinshausen and Bhlmann (2006) proposes the Lasso regression
problem:

α
cj = argminαj ∈Rp−1 kX(j) − αj0 X−j k22 + λj kαj k1

to estimate each αj . To estimate the Ω, σ
bj2 = n−1 kX(j) − α
bj0 X−j k22 are used to estimate σj2 ’s.
Additionally, Yuan (2010) proposes the graphical Dantzig selector to estimate αj ,

α
bj = argminαj ∈Rp−1 kαj k2

subject to kS−j,j − S−j,−j αj k∞ ≤ γj

where γj is a tuning parameter. Given α
bj , it is shown σj2 can be estimated by

σ
bj2 = 1 − 2b
αj0 S−j,j + α
bj0 S−j,−j α
bj

−1

.

b and Ω0 obtains
Yuan (2010) shows that the the l1 norm distance between optimal estimator Ω
the minimax optimality over certain model space.
Similarly Cai et al. (2011) proposes the “constrained l1 -Minimization for Inverse Matrix
Estimation” (CLIME) estimator. The j-th column of this estimator is by solving

b (j) = argminΩ kΩ(j) k1
Ω
(j)
subject to kSΩ(j) − ej k∞ ≤ δj ,
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where j = 1, ..., p, ej is the unit vector with j-th entry being 1 and remaining entries being 0,
and δj is a tuning parameter. Under certain regularity conditions, Cai et al. (2011) shows that
b is asymptotically positive definite, and its rate convergence is also derived. In
the estimator Ω
a close related work with Cai et al. (2011), Liu and Luo (2014) proposes the SCIO estimator,
which can be efficiently computed by the pathwise coordinate descent algorithm (Friedman et
al., 2007). Similar to regularization methods, the column-by-column estimation methods also
conduct the regularization or its equivalence requiring multiple times of running for various
tuning parameters, and the associated computational cost is immense.
3.1.3.2

Covariance Matrix Estimation

The estimation of the sparse covariance matrix Σ0 mainly follows the route of componentwise thresholding, such as hard thresholding (Bickel et al., 2008; El Karoui, 2008), soft thresholding (Rothman et al., 2009), adaptive thresholding (Cai et al., 2011). Rothman et al. (2011)
generalizes the thresholding methods and propose the generalized thresholding method of covariance matrix. Furthermore, Rothman et al. (2011) shows that the thresholding methods
are equivalent with a regularized square loss with various penalty functions. Generally, the
thresholding method may carry low computation burden while it delivers an estimated covariance matrix which cannot guarantee the positive definiteness. In order to achieve the positive
definiteness, it requires careful selection of thresholding constants (Fan et al., 2013).
For any λ > 0, a generalized thresholding operator tλ : R → R is defined if following
conditions are satisfied for all u ∈ R:
(i) |tλ (u)| ≤ |u|;
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(ii) |tλ (u)| = 0 for |u| ≤ λ;
(iii) |tλ (u) − u| ≤ λ.
The simplest example of generalized thresholding is hard thresholding rule |sH
λ (u)| = u1 (|u| > λ).
Soft-thresholding gives the rule |sSλ (u)| = sgn(u)(|u| − λ)+ , and it is shown to correspond to
the maximum amount of shrinkage allowed by condition (iii), while hard thresholding allows
η+1 |u|−η )
no shrinkage. The adaptive thresholding presents the rule |sA
+
λ (u)| = sgn(u)(|u| − λ

where η is some pre-specified positive constant, and it can unifies the previously proposed
thresholding methods by specifying the parameter values.
Furthermore, the researchers alternatively propose a simpler method to apply thresholding
on the correlation matrix, and recover the estimated covariance matrix using the diagonal components of S. This method is argued to be more appropriate than the simple thresholding since
it is thresholded on standardized scale. However, thresholding on neither sample covariance
matrix nor correlation matrix can naturally guarantee the positive definiteness of the estimators in practice, even though the asymptotic estimator may exhibit the positive definiteness
under certain conditions.
Another approach is the so called “nearest correlation matrix projection” (Qi and Sun,
2006), the key idea of which is to find the nearest positive definite correlation matrix close to
the thresholded correlation matrix. In order to assure the sparsity of the covariance matrix,
Liu et al. (2014) further generalizes the problem as

b λ = argminφ (Θ)≥τ 1 kΘ − Sk2F + λkΘ− k1 ,
Θ
min
2

(3.2)
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and develops an efficient algorithm to solve it.
Rothman (2012) uses an additional penalty on the determinant of the estimated matrix
to assure positive definiteness and develops an optimization algorithm similar as the graphical
lasso, it proposes an estimation method based on the regularized cost function,

b λ ,λ = argminΘ 1 kΘ − Sk2F − λ1 log(det(Θ)) + λ2 kΘ− k1 .
Θ
1 2
2

(3.3)

P
where kM kF = ( i,j Mij2 )1/2 is the Frobenius norm of M , λ1 and λ2 are two tuning parameters,
and the penalty log(det(Θ)) is used to guard Θ from nonnegative definiteness. A similar
computational algorithm as the graphical lasso is also developed for solving Equation 3.3.
Although it is argued in Rothman (2012) that λ1 can be set as a small constant, the value of
λ2 still requires careful tuning at the cost of increasing computation burden.
3.1.4

Summary And Discussion

Most of the literature use the regularization methods for sparse positive precision matrix estimation. The regularization method equips the negative log-likelihood function with
a sparsity-encouraged penalty term, and estimates the resultant precision matrix based on the
appropriate selection of tuning parameter, therefore multiple times of running the optimizations
are necessary to deliver an appropriate estimator; regarding sparse covariance matrix estimation, majority of the literature suggests to use the component-wise thresholding strategy and
this simple method may yield an estimator without the positive definiteness, and as well the
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regularization method in sparse covariance matrix estimation requires multiple trials to select
an appropriate tuning parameter, therefore the computational burden increases.
In our proposed method, we are able to unify both sparse precision matrix estimation
and sparse covariance matrix estimation under the simple coordinate descent framework. The
techniques only differ at the selection of objective functions, and the regularization terms are
not needed. Furthermore, our framework is generic in the sense that it can estimate any
sparse positive definite matrix provided the objective function. Instead of multiple trials on the
selection of tuning parameters, the CD algorithm generates a chain of positive definite matrices.
The updating rule is simple enough to update a diagonal or both symmetric off-diagonal entries
at each iteration, and the step size is easily determined by a closed formula. Furthermore, our
algorithm in covariance matrix estimation guarantees the estimated matrix to stay positive
definite, while the component-wise thresholding methods fail in this aspect.
3.2

The Generic CD Algorithm For Positive Definite Estimation
The CD algorithm has been widely used in convex optimization literature due to its simple

implementation and superior computational efficiency. After it was introduced to the statistics
community by Friedman et al.(2007), the CD algorithm has soon gained its popularity in
statisticians (Wu and Lange, 2008; Mazumder et al., 2011). This section extends the CD
algorithm to the sparse positive definite matrix optimization,

c = argminM ∈M s(M ),
M
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where s(M ) is convex in M and M is the collection of all positive definite matrices.
The key idea of the proposed CD algorithm in matrix optimization is to update one diagonal
entry or two symmetric off-diagonal entries of the current estimated matrix at each iteration.
The step size along the selected entries needs to be appropriately determined so that the updated
matrix at each iteration remains positive definite. The details of the generic CD algorithm is
given as follows.
Algorithm 3.1 (A generic CD algorithm):
Step 1. Initialize M1 = Ip , the p × p identity matrix.
Step 2. At the t-th step, compute the matrix gradient Dt = ∇s(Mt ) and set

(a, b) = argmaxj≤k |(Dt )jk |.

Step 3. Denote Wt as a p × p matrix with all entries being 0 except that (Wt )ab = (Wt )ba =
(Dt )ba , and update Mt+1 = Mt − vt Wt with vt being the step size.
Step 4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 for T times, where T is a pre-specified number of iterations.
Algorithm 3.1 is generic as it can be adapted to optimize any convex objective function
with respect to the positive definite matrix. To assure the positive definiteness of the generated
Mt ’s, the step size vt in Step 3 needs to be appropriately determined based on the following
Theorem 3.2.1.
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Theorem 3.2.1. Given that Mt is positive definite, a necessary and sufficient condition for
Mt+1 = Mt − vt Wt being positive definite is

det(Mt+1 ) > 0.

Furthermore, det(Mt+1 ) > 0 is the necessary and sufficient condition of that if vt ∈ (vtd , vtu )
where

and


√


 −(Dt )ab (Mt−1 )ab +|(Dt )ab | (Mt−1 )aa (Mt−1 )bb


,

(Dt )2ab ∆t




1
vtu =
,

(Dt )aa (Mt−1 )aa








+∞,

√



−(Dt )ab (Mt−1 )ab −|(Dt )ab | (Mt−1 )aa (Mt−1 )bb


,

(Dt )2ab ∆t




vtd = −∞,








1

,

−1
(Dt )aa (Mt )aa

if a 6= b;
if a = b, (Dt )aa > 0;

(3.4)

if a = b, (Dt )aa ≤ 0,

if a 6= b;
if a = b, (Dt )aa > 0;

(3.5)

if a = b, (Dt )aa ≤ 0,

and ∆t = (Mt−1 )aa (Mt−1 )bb − (Mt−1 )2ab .
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1: The necessity is trivial, and we just prove the sufficiency. The
proof is done for a = b and a 6= b respectively.
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(1) When a = b, Mt+1 = Mt − vt (Dt )aa 1a 1Ta , where 1a = (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0)T is a vector of
0’s except the a-th entry being 1. Then V V T is a rank-1 diagonal matrix with diagonal V . By
the matrix determinant lemma (Harville, 1997),



det(Mt+1 ) = det(Mt ) 1 − vt (Dt )aa (Mt−1 )aa .

Therefore, det(Mt+1 ) > 0 is equivalent to 1 − vt (Dt )aa (Mt−1 )aa > 0, which assures that the
equation
vt (Dt )aa + 2ξ + ξ 2 (Mt−1 )aa = 0
has a real root ξ ∗ . Therefore, −vt (Dt )aa = 2ξ ∗ + (ξ ∗ )2 (Mt−1 )aa , and

Mt+1 = Mt + (2ξ ∗ + (ξ ∗ )2 (Mt−1 )aa )1a 1Ta .

Re-organizing the right hand side yields that

Mt+1 = (I + ξ ∗ 1a 1Ta Mt−1 )Mt (I + ξ ∗ Mt−1 1a 1Ta ),

and hence that Mt+1 is positive definite as long as Mt is positive definite.
(2) When a 6= b, denote two n × 2 matrices,


T

1a 

U =
 
1b



T

 1b 

and V = 
  ,
1a
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then Mt+1 = Mt − vt (Dt )ab U V T , where U V T is a n × n matrix with all entries being 0 except
the (a, b) and (b, a)-th entries being 1. Similar as in the case of a = b, the positive definiteness
of Mt+1 can be concluded if there exists a matrix A such that

Mt+1 = (I + A)Mt (I + A).

(3.6)

In fact, Mt+1 can be decomposed as



Mt+1 = Mt − vt (Dt )ab 1b 1Ta + 1a 1Tb = Mt + ηη T − ζη T − ηζ T ,



where η = −(2vt )1/2 (Dt )ab 1b , and ζ = −(vt /2)1/2 (Dt )ab 1b + 1a . If denote A = −η(αη +
ζ)T Mt−1 with some unknown α, then Equation 3.6 is true if there exists α such that

Mt − η(αη + ζ)T − η T (αη + ζ) + η(αη + ζ)T Mt−1 (αη + ζ)η T = Mt − ζη T − ηζ T + ηη T ,

which can be simplified as

(αη + ζ)T Mt−1 (αη + ζ) − 2α = 1.

The above equation has real roots if and only if


2
−1
−1
−1
(η T Mt−1 ζ − 1)2 − (η T Mt−1 η)(ζ T Mt−1 ζ − 1) = 1 − vt (Dt )ab Mab
− vt2 (Dt )2ab Maa
Mbb
> 0.
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This is true since by the matrix determinant lemma again,



det(Mt+1 ) = det(Mt ) det I − vt (Dt )ab V T Mt−1 U ,

therefore det(Mt+1 ) > 0 is equivalent to


 
2
−1
det I − vt (Dt )ab V T Mt−1 U = 1 − vt (Dt )ab (Mt )−1
− vt2 Dt2 (Mt )−1
aa (Mt )bb > 0.
ab

This completes the proof.
In general, positive determinant is only a necessary condition for positive definiteness, so
Theorem 3.2.1 is interesting as it shows, under the framework of coordinate descent algorithm,
that positive determinant is as well a sufficient condition for positive definiteness. Theorem
3.2.1 also provides an explicit working interval for the step size vt , where the upper bound
vtu relies only on Mt−1 and (Dt )ab . As computational remarks, the matrix inverse Mt−1 =
(Mt−1 − vt−1 Wt−1 )−1 can be efficiently computed according to Miller (1981). In specific, if W
is a rank-1 matrix,

(M − vW )−1 = M −1 +

v
M −1 W M −1 ,
1 − vtr(W M )

and if W is a rank-2 matrix, one can decompose W as a sum of two rank-1 matrices, and
(M − vW )−1 can be obtained by applying the above formulation twice.
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Furthermore, the number of iteration T in Algorithm 3.1 can be treated as a tuning parameter that controls the balance between the model fitting and the model sparsity. In this paper,
we adopt two classical model selection criteria to determine T : Akaike information criterion
(AIC; Akaike, 1974) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC; Schwarz, 1978),

AIC(M ) = s(M ) + 2 · df(M ),
BIC(M ) = s(M ) + log(n) · df(M ),

where df(M ) = n−1 #{(j, k) : j < k, Mjk 6= 0}. Generally speaking, AIC puts less penalty upon
the model complexity than BIC, and thus minimizing AIC often leads to a relatively denser
estimated matrix than BIC (Yang, 2005).
It is worth pointing out that the proposed generic CD algorithm can be regarded as an
analogy of the forward stagewise regression in the context of positive definite matrix estimation.
When the step size vt → 0, a LARS-type of matrix estimation algorithm can also be derived as
in Efron et al. (2004). However, as argued in Efron et al. (2004) and Hastie et al. (2007), it
remains unclear whether there exists an equivalence between the proposed CD algorithm and
a global optimization formulation as in Equation 3.1.
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3.2.1

Precision Matrix Estimation

This section applies the generic CD algorithm to the precision matrix estimation. Particularly, we set the objective function as the negative log-likelihood function lp (Ω) in Equation 3.1.
Note that lp (Ω) is convex in Ω, since its first and second derivatives with respect to Ω are

∂lp (Ω)
∂ 2 lp (Ω)
= S − Ω−1 ,
= Ω−1 ⊗ Ω−1 ,
∂Ω
∂Ω2

where ⊗ is the Kronecker product. The precision matrix estimation algorithm proceeds as
follows.
Algorithm 3.2 (precision matrix estimation):
Step 1. Initialize Ω1 = (diag{S})−1 , where diag{S} is a diagonal matrix composed by the
diagonal entries of S.
Step 2. At the t-th step, compute Dt = S − Ω−1
t , and select the coordinate (a, b) by

(a, b) = argmaxj≤k |Sjk − (Ω−1
t )jk |.

Steps 3 & 4. The same as Steps 3 and 4 in Algorithm 3.1.
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In Step 3, vt is given by vt = αvtm , where 0 < α ≤ 1 is a pre-specified constant, and

vtm = argminv lp (Ωt − vWt )




1


,

Saa (Ω−1

t )aa


q

−1
2
2
2
2
−(∆t +2(Ω−1
t )ab Sab )+ ∆t +4Sab ∆t +4Sab ((Ωt )ab )
=
,

2∆
(D
)
S
t
t
ab
ab








 ∆1t ,

if a = b;
if a 6= b, Sab 6= 0;

(3.7)

if a 6= b, Sab = 0,

−1
−1 2
m
where ∆t = (Ω−1
t )aa (Ωt )bb − (Ωt )ab . Here vt minimizes the negative log-likelihood function

along the direction Wt and thus specifies the greediest step size, and α scales down the greediest
step size for a conservative updating. Clearly, Algorithm 3.2 is a standard coordinate descent
algorithm with a Gauss-Southwell updating rule (Tseng, 1991), and Corollary 1 assures its
convergence as well as the positive definiteness of the estimated precision matrix.
Corollary 1. Algorithm 3.2 always converges, and the generated precision matrices Ωt are
positive definite.
Proof of Corollary 1: Direct calculation yields that vtm < vtu in Equation 3.5, and then
Theorem 3.2.1 assures that all the matrices Ωt ’s generated by Algorithm 3.2 are positive definite.
In addition, Algorithm 3.2 essentially uses a Gauss-Southwell coordinate updating Rule (Tseng,
1991) and thus always converges according to Theorem 2.1 in Luo and Tseng (1992).
More interestingly, Algorithm 3.2 yields a solution path for the positive definite Ωt . This
generated path starts from the sparsest diagonal matrix Ω1 , and gradually adds in nonzero
off-diagonal entries. As a consequence, the selection of tuning parameter T becomes much
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more efficient than the regularized methods, where the precision matrix needs to be estimated
multiple times for various tuning parameters. Figure 2 (Yuan, T. and Wang, J. (2012) A
coordinate descent algorithm for sparse positive definite matrix estimation. Statistical Analysis
and Data Mining) displays the solution paths of some randomly selected coordinates of Ωt ’s
and the smallest eigenvalues of Ωt ’s as functions of T .

Figure 2 about here
Whereas the fast numerical convergence speed of each coordinate is evident in Figure 2, the
speeds vary from coordinate to coordinate. It is also clear that the smallest eigenvalues of all
Ωt ’s are always positive, which confirms the positive definiteness of Ωt .
3.2.2

Covariance Matrix Estimation

To estimate the covariance matrix, we set the objective function as

1
lc (Θ) = kΘ − Sk2F − λ log(det(Θ)),
2

(3.8)

where λ is fixed as a small positive constant (Rothman, 2012). It is convex in Θ as its first and
second derivatives are

∂lc (Θ)
∂ 2 lc (Θ)
= Θ − S − λΘ−1 ,
= Γ + λΘ−1 ⊗ Θ−1 ,
∂Θ
∂Θ2

(3.9)
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where the semi-definite matrix Γ =

Pp

i,j=1 δij

⊗ δij , and δij is a p × p matrix with 1 at the (i, j)-

th entry and 0 elsewhere. Setting s(M ) = lc (Θ) in Algorithm 3.1, the covariance estimation
algorithm proceeds as follows.
Algorithm 3.3 (covariance matrix estimation):
Step 1. Initialize Θ1 = diag{S}.
Step 2. At the t-th step, compute Dt = Θt − λΘ−1
t − S, and select the coordinate (a, b) by

(a, b) = argmaxj≤k |(Θt )jk − λ(Θ−1
t )jk − Sjk |.

Steps 3 & 4. The same as Steps 3 and 4 in Algorithm 3.1.
In Step 3, vt is given by vt = αvtm , where 0 < α ≤ 1 is pre-specified, and

vtm = argminv>0 lc (Θt − vWt ).

(3.10)

−1
−1
2
m
Specifically, let ∆t = (Θ−1
t )aa (Θt )bb − ((Θt )ab ) and d = −(Dt )ab , and then vt in Equa-

tion 3.10 can be obtained as the smallest positive root of

Θab − Sab + dv =





λ((Θ−1
t )ab −∆t dv)

 1+2(Θ−1
,
) dv−∆ d2 v 2

if a 6= b;




λ(Θ−1
t )aa

,
 1+(Θ−1
) dv

if a = b,

t

t

ab

aa

t

(3.11)
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which leads to solving a cubic or quadratic equation in each step. More importantly, Corollary 2 assures the convergence of Algorithm 3.3 and the positive definiteness of the estimated
covariance matrix.
Corollary 2. Algorithm 3.3 always converges, and the generated covariance matrices Θt are
positive definite.
Proof of Corollary 2: To prove the positive definiteness, it suffices to show the smallest
positive root of Equation 3.11, vtm , is upper bounded by vtu . In fact, det(Θt − vtu Wt ) = 0 leads
to that lc (Θt − vtu Wt ) = +∞ > lc (Θt ). By the continuity of lc (Θt − vWt ) in v and the fact that
∂lc (Θt −vWt )
|v=0
∂v

< 0, we have vtm ∈ (0, vtu ).

The convergence is guaranteed if the eigenvalues of the second derivative of lc (Θt ) are
bounded away from 0 and +∞ (Bertsekas, 1999). In Equation 3.9, Γ is semi-definite with finite
nonnegative eigenvalues, so it suffices to show that the smallest and largest eigenvalue of Θt are
bounded away from 0 and +∞ respectively. Since Θt is positive definite, it is easy to see that
its largest coordinate must be in its diagonal, say (m, m). Simple algebra yields that

log(det(Θt )) ≤ p log(φmax (Θt )) ≤ p log(p(Θt )mm ),

where φmax (Θt ) denotes the largest eigenvalue of Θt . Note that

((Θt )mm − Smm )2 − λp log(p(Θt )mm ) < lc (Θt ) ≤ lc (Θ0 ) < +∞,

(3.12)
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which implies that (Θt )mm < +∞, and thus φmax (Θt ) < +∞. Therefore, the smallest eigen−1
−1
value of Θ−1
t , φmin (Θt ) = (φmax (Θt )) , which is bounded away from 0, and also the largest
−1
−1 is bounded away from +∞. This completes the
eigenvalue of Θ−1
t , φmax (Θt ) = (φmin (Θt ))

proof.
Again, Algorithm 3.3 generates a solution path for positive definite Θt with non-decreasing
complexity, and thus the selection of tuning parameter T can be conducted efficiently.
3.3

Numerical Experiments
This section examines the performance of the proposed CD algorithm in a variety of numer-

ical experiments, and compares it against the popular competitors for estimating the precision
matrix and the covariance matrix, respectively.
3.3.1
3.3.1.1

Numerical Experiment I: Precision Matrix Estimation
Simulated Examples

Employed in the comparison of the precision matrix estimation are four simulated multivariate Gaussian models with zero mean and different covariance matrices:
Model P1 (AR(1)): (Σ0 )jk = ρ|j−k| with ρ = 0.5, and Ω0 = (Σ0 )−1 ;
Model P2 (AR(3)): (Ω0 )jk = I(|j − k| = 0) + 0.5I(|j − k| = 1) + 0.2I(|j − k| = 2) + 0.1I(|j −
k| = 3);
Models P3 & P4 (Randomly generated matrix): (Ω0 )jk ∼ Bern(γ) when j 6= k, with
γ = 0.1 for Model P3 and γ = 0.5 for Model P4, and (Ω0 )jj ’s are set so that the smallest
eigenvalue of Ω0 is 0.1.
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For each model with p = 25, 50 or 100, 100 training observations are generated from
Np (0, Σ0 ), and three precision matrix estimation methods are compared: the graphical lasso,
Algorithm 3.2 with α = 0.2 and α = 1. To optimize the performance of each estimation
method, the tuning parameter in the graphical lasso method is selected by BIC as suggested in
Rothman et al. (2008), and the tuning parameter in Algorithm 3.2 is selected by AIC and BIC.
For simplicity, glasso denotes the graphical lasso method, αCD AIC and αCD BIC denote
Algorithm 3.2 with α = 0.2 and tuned by AIC or BIC, and CD AIC and CD BIC denote
Algorithm 3.2 with α = 1 and tuned by AIC or BIC.
To evaluate the estimation performance, the Kullback-Leibler (KL) loss and the Frobeniusnorm (F-norm) loss are used,

b Ω0 ) = tr(Σ0 Ω)
b − log |Σ0 Ω|
b − p,
KL(Ω,
b Ω0 ) = kΩ0 − Ωk
b F.
F(Ω,

Also the signed variable selection loss (Ravikumar et al., 2011) is used for assessing the variable
selection performance,
Each model is replicated 100 times, and the averaged performance measures are summarized
in Tables V-VII (Yuan, T. and Wang, J. (2012) A coordinate descent algorithm for sparse
positive definite matrix estimation. Statistical Analysis and Data Mining).

Tables V-VII about here
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It is evident that the proposed CD algorithm delivers superior estimation and variable selection performance. In specific, αCD AIC shows the best performance in terms of the averaged
KL loss and the F-norm loss, whereas it tends to overestimate the precision matrix by including the redundant non-zero entries. CD BIC and αCD BIC yield slightly worse estimation
performance, but they produce much sparser estimated precision matrices than CD AIC and
αCD AIC in Table VII. Furthermore, as a more fair comparison based on the same tuning
criterion, CD BIC still outperforms the graphical lasso in most scenarios.
3.3.1.2

Colon Tumor Classification

We now integrate the proposed precision matrix estimation algorithm with Fisher’s linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) in a real application of colon tumor classification based on their
gene expression profiles (Alon et al., 1999). The dataset consists of 62 colon adenocarcinoma
tissue samples, among which 40 are tumor tissues and 22 are non-tumor tissues. All tissue samples were analyzed using an Affymetrix oligonucleotide array, and the raw data were processed,
filtered and reduced to a subset of 2,000 gene expression profiles with the largest minimal intensity across the 62 tissue samples (Rothman, 2008). The data is publicly accessible in the
“plsgenomics” package of R.
To examine the estimation performance with various dimensions, we select the p most
significant gene profiles among the original dataset with p = 25, 50 or 200, where the significance
is measured by the two-sample t-statistics as in Rothman et al. (2008). For each p-dimensional
dataset, the group mean and the homogeneous precision matrix are first estimated, and then
a classification model is constructed based on Fisher’s LDA with k = 1 (non-tumor) and 2
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(tumor), where π̂k is the proportion of observations from class k, µ̂k is the sample mean for
class k, and Ω̂ is the estimated homogeneous precision matrix.
Since the true precision matrix is unknown in the real application, the testing errors are used
to compare the precision matrix estimation methods. Specifically, the 62 tissues are randomly
split into a training set of size 42 and a testing set of size 20. The classification model is
trained based on the 42 training tissues, and the testing error is measured by its corresponding
misclassification error on the testing set. The splitting is randomly replicated for 100 times,
and the averaged testing errors are summarized in Table VIII (Yuan, T. and Wang, J. (2012) A
coordinate descent algorithm for sparse positive definite matrix estimation. Statistical Analysis
and Data Mining).

Table VIII about here
Among the five precision matrix estimation methods, it is clear that CD BIC and αCD BIC
perform better than the graphical lasso, but CD AIC and αCD AIC appear to be less competitive.
3.3.2
3.3.2.1

Numerical Experiment II: Covariance Matrix Estimation
Simulated Examples

Employed in the comparison of the covariance matrix estimation are two simulated multivariate Gaussian models quoted from Rothman (2012):
Model C1: (Σ0 )ij = 0.4I(|i − j| = 1) + I(i = j).
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Model C2: Parition indices 1, ..., p into K ordered blocks of equal size, with K = 3, 5 or
10 and p = 30, 100 or 200, respectively. Set (Σ0 )ii = 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ p, and (Σ0 )ij = 0.4 if i
and j are in the same block, or if i and j are in adjacent blocks and min(i, j) is the maximum
index of a block.
Three methods are compared, including Rothman’s method (Rothman, 2012), Algorithm
3.3 with α = 1.0 and α = 0.2. To evaluate the estimation performance, we report the F-norm
loss and the signed variable selection loss in Section 6.1, as well as the spectral norm,

b Σ0 ) = kΣ0 − Θk
b 2,
S(Θ,

which is the maximal absolute eigenvalue of difference matrix. The averaged performance
measures over 500 replications are summarized in Tables IX-XI for both models with n = 50
and p = 30, 100, 200 (Yuan, T. and Wang, J. (2012) A coordinate descent algorithm for sparse
positive definite matrix estimation. Statistical Analysis and Data Mining).

Tables IX-XI about here
Clearly, the proposed covariance matrix estimation algorithm yields comparable performance as Rothman’s method. In specific, CD BIC yields the best performance for model C2 in
terms of all error measures, and αCD BIC and Rothman’s method are among the best performers for model C1. The performance of CD AIC and αCD AIC appear to be less competitive
for the covariance matrix estimation .
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3.3.2.2

Speech Signal Classification

We now apply the covariance matrix estimation algorithm to a real example of speech signal
classification (Little et al., 2009). The data is available at the UCI machine data repository,
which consists of 195 speech signals among which 147 are Parkinson’s disease patients. For each
speech signal, 22 numerical features are provided. The data is randomly split into a training
set with 65 signals and a testing set with 130 signals, where 49 of the training signals and 98 of
the testing signals are from the Parkinson’s desease patients. To conduct the classification, we
use Fisher’s quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA), where the classification decision function
is given by

δ(x) = argmaxk

1
b −1 | − (xi − µ̂k )T Σ
b −1 (xi − µ̂k ) + log π̂k ,
log |Σ
k
k
2

and µ̂k and Σ̂k are the estimated mean and covariance matrix for group k. The splitting is
replicated 500 times, and the averaged testing errors are summarized in Table XII (Yuan, T. and
Wang, J. (2012) A coordinate descent algorithm for sparse positive definite matrix estimation.
Statistical Analysis and Data Mining). Among all five covariance matrix estimation methods,
αCD BIC yields the smallest testing error, and three variants of the CD algorithms outperform
Rothman’s method in terms of classification.

Table XII about here
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3.4

Block CD Algorithm And Graph Clustering
In this section, we extend the proposed CD algorithm to a block CD algorithm, which can

be directly applied in graph clustering (Schaeffer, 2007). In graph clustering, each variable is
represented as a vertex, and two vertexes are connected by a weighted edge where the weight
relies on the dissimilarity of the vertexes. The goal of graph clustering is to cluster the vertexes
into a number of subgroups so that the vertexes in the same subgroup are similar to each other.
Suppose that the variables follow a multivariate Gaussian distribution, then a graph clustering
problem boils down to estimation of a block diagonal precision matrix,

argminΩ tr(ΩS) − log det(Ω),

subject to Ω is a block diagonal matrix, where S is the sample correlation matrix. The block CD
algorithm starts from a diagonal matrix where each variable is a cluster, and repeatedly merges
two clusters into a larger cluster or simply updates the current estimated precision matrix. The
details of the block CD algorithm for graph clustering are given as follows.
Algorithm 3.4: (graph clustering algorithm)
Step 1. Initialize Ω1 = (diag{S})−1 and the desired number of cluster r.
Step 2. Denote Ωt = diag{K1 , K2 , ..., Km } with m being the current number of clusters and
K1 , ...,Km being m symmetric matrices. Set Dt = S − Ω−1
t , and the block coordinate (a, b) as

(a, b) = argmaxj≤k

k(Dt )jk k1
.
dim(Kj )dim(Kk )
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where dim(Kj ) is the number of rows in Kj and k(Dt )jk k1 is the sum of absolute values of all
the entries in the (j, k)-th block of Dt .
Step 3. Let (Wt )ab = (Wt )Tba = (Dt )ab and 0 elsewhere, compute

vtu = φmax (Ka−1 (Dt )ab Kb−1 (Dt )Tab )

− 1
2

,

(3.13)

and update Ωt+1 = Ωt − vt Wt with vt = αvtu .
Step 4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until r clusters are generated.
Algorithm 3.4 turns out to be very similar to the popular agglomerative clustering algorithm,
but with a new selection criterion in Step 2. In fact, the selection criterion in Step 2 is to find
the block with largest absolute group average, which is analogous to the group average for the
agglomerative clustering. Other selection criteria can also be used, such as the single linkage
or the full linkage (Hastie et al., 2009) . In Step 3, if a 6= b, updating Ωt+1 along Wt implies
a merge of subgroups a and b; and if a = b, updating Ωt+1 along Wt does not merge any
subgroups and only updates the current estimated precision matrix. Furthermore, Corollary 3
assures the positive definiteness of the estimated precision matrix.
Corollary 3. In Algorithm 3.4, the generated precision matrices Ωt are positive definite.
Proof of Corollary 3: The proof is done for a = b and a 6= b respectively.
e a = Ka − vt (Dt )aa , where Ka and K
e a are
(1) When a = b, (Wt )aa = (Dt )aa , and then K
the (a, a)-th block in Ωt and Ωt+1 , respectively. Since Ka is positive definite, the sufficient and
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e a to be positive definite is that the largest eigenvalue of vt K −1 (Dt )aa
necessary condition for K
a
is less than 1, which is equivalent to vt < (φmax (Ka−1 (Dt )aa ))−1 = vtu in Equation 3.13.
(2) When a 6= b, since only the (a, b)-th block will be updated, we denote Ωt and Ωt+1 as






Ka 0 
,
Ωt = 


0 Kb


Ωt+1 = 



Ka
−vt (Dt )Tab

−vt (Dt )ab 
,

Kb

for simplicity. The positive definiteness of Ωt+1 is implied if there exists a matrix A such that

−1 T
Ωt+1 = (I + AΩ−1
t )Ωt (I + AΩt ) .

The above equation can be simplified as

U + U T + U Ka−1 U T + vt2 (Dt )ab Kb (Dt )Tab = 0.

(3.14)

if assuming

U
A=

0


−vt (Dt )ab 
,

0
−1/2

where dim(U ) = dim(Ka ), dim(A) = dim(Ωt+1 ). Denote H = U Ka

, and then Equation 3.14

can be rewritten as

(H + Ka1/2 )(H + Ka1/2 )T = Ka − vt2 (Dt )ab (Kb )−1 (Dt )Tab .

(3.15)
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Since the left hand side of Equation 3.15 is positive definite, Ka −vt2 (Dt )ab (Kb )−1 (Dt )Tab must be
positive definite as well, which is equivalent to vt < vtu = (φmax ((Ka )−1 (Dt )ab Kb−1 (Dt )Tab ))−1/2 .
This completes the proof.
3.4.1

Simulations

Next, we apply the proposed block CD algorithm to two graph clustering examples where
the covariates follow multivariate Gaussian distribution.
Model G1 : The true covariance matrix Σ0 consists of five blocks Σi with equal size p = 10,
where (Σ0 )i = (Vi ViT + 0.2I10 ) for i = 1, ..., 5, and (Vi )jk ∼ [U nif (−1, 1)]+ for j, k = 1, . . . , p.
Model G2 : The true covariance matrix Σ0 consists of three blocks sizes p1 = 25, p2 = 15
and p3 = 10, where (Σ0 )i = (Vi ViT + 0.2Ipi ) for i = 1, 2, 3, and Vi ’s are the same as in Model
G1.
For each model, n = 500 observations are generated, and the corresponding sample correlation matrices are computed and supplied to Algorithm 3.4. Figure 3 displays the estimated
clustering structures, which are very close to the clustering structure in the true covariance matrix (Yuan, T. and Wang, J. (2012) A coordinate descent algorithm for sparse positive definite
matrix estimation. Statistical Analysis and Data Mining).

Figure 3 about here

CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter we summarize and draw conclusion remarks from this thesis, and discuss the
possible future work for both types of structured matrix optimizations with their applications
in statistics.
In this thesis we propose two kinds of the structured matrix optimizations, and apply them in
statistics consequently. As the first remark, we propose a reduced-rank multi-label classification
framework that can conduct multi-label classification and variable selection simultaneously. To
optimize the resultant cost function, an efficient alternating optimization scheme is developed,
which alternates between the constrained manifold optimization algorithm and the coordinate
descent algorithm. The proposed algorithm is computationally efficient and delivers superior
numerical performance in terms of both classification and variable selection. The asymptotic
consistencies are also established to support the advantage of the proposed method. Compared
with other methods proposed to deal with multi-label classification problem, our proposed
model has the advantages of capturing the dependency structure by a simple reduced-rank
constraint without specifically accounting for the order of interaction among labels, and that the
consequent optimization problem can be efficiently solved by the proposed algorithm alternating
between a fast constrained manifold optimization algorithm and a coordinate descent algorithm.
Note that in our proposed model, the asymptotic consistencies are established under fixed
number of dimensions p, fixed number of labels q, and letting the number of instances n → ∞.
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It will be interesting to see whether the consistencies still hold under the scenarios n < p or
n < q with n → ∞. Intuitively, the conclusions may heavily depend on the behavior of rank r∗
and cardinality p0 of active set AC∗ , as well as the divergence rates of p, q and n. We believe
that the asymptotic consistencies still hold under certain scenarios, whereas the proof may
require more advanced techniques than what this thesis presents.
As the second remark, we propose a generic coordinate descent framework that can be used
for optimization with respect to sparse positive definite matrix. The proposed algorithm in
the framework iteratively updates the current estimated matrix at either one diagonal entry
or two symmetric off-diagonal entries, and the step size is appropriately determined to assure
the positive definiteness of the estimated matrix. The algorithm is applied to the estimation of
the precision matrix and the covariance matrix, and yields superior numerical performance and
computational efficiency against the popular competitors. The sparsity of the estimated matrix
is achieved by early stopping the algorithm, and hence that no regularization term is needed.
Furthermore, our generic coordinate descent framework is simple enough and generic enough
to conduct the sparse precision matrix estimation and the sparse covariance matrix estimation.
It would be of interest to establish a connection between the proposed coordinate descent
algorithm and the regularization method for profound theoretical analysis. Note that when the
step size is close to zero, our algorithm is much like a forward stage-wise updating algorithm,
the solution of which resembles a description by an ordinary differential equation (Wu, 2011),
and this may imply that the regularization term follows some complicated differential or integral equation. Furthermore, in order to better clarify the connection between the proposed
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coordinate descent algorithm and the regularization method, one may construct a roadmap
composed of two parts. The first part attempts to demonstrate the solution set by all possible
regularizers is identical with the solution set obtained from selecting various step size at each
iteration; the second part attempts to find a path of the step sizes for each optimizer in regularization method. It seems difficult to tackle either part in the roadmap, however once this
task is fulfilled, it is likely to establish the asymptotic consistencies for the estimators from our
proposed coordinate descent algorithm.

CHAPTER 5

APPENDIX

TABLE I
AVERAGED HAMMING LOSS FOR VARIOUS METHODS AND THE STANDARD
ERRORS (IN PARENTHESIS) IN VARIOUS SIMULATION SCENARIOS BASED ON 50
REPLICATIONS. THE BEST PERFORMER IN EACH SCENARIO IS BOLDFACED.
Scenario
1
2
3
4
5

RR
.21(.026)
.14(.013)
.05(0.01)
.02(.005)
.03(.004)

SB
.27(.027)
.15(.017)
.06(0.01)
.03(.008)
.13(.015)

CC
.27(.020)
.22(.017)
.06(0.01)
.04(.008)
.16(.016)
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CW
.27(.028)
.14(.006)

.06(0.01)
.02(.005)
.08(.010)

PLSDA
.14(.039)

.16(.001)
.10(0.01)
.06(.001)
.06(.001)

Truth
.06(.008)
.14(.005)
.04(.005)
.01(.000)
.00(.000)
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TABLE II
AVERAGED FROBENIUS NORM ERROR FOR VARIOUS METHODS AND THE
STANDARD ERRORS (IN PARENTHESIS) IN VARIOUS SIMULATION SCENARIOS
BASED ON 50 REPLICATIONS. THE BEST PERFORMER IN EACH SCENARIO IS
BOLDFACED.
Scenario
1
2
3
4
5

RR
0.039(0.002)
0.728(0.061)
0.529(0.052)
24.735(0.531)

39.672(1.266)

SB
0.043(0.004)
1.633(0.167)
0.806(0.062)
26.837(1.263)
39.616(1.315)

CC
0.045(0.005)
0.932(0.159)
0.684(0.057)
29.646(1.443)
37.776(1.192)

CW
0.043(0.004)
1.633(0.167)
0.806(0.062)
26.837(1.263)
39.616(1.315)

TABLE III
AVERAGED VARIABLE SELECTION ERROR FOR VARIOUS METHODS AND THE
STANDARD ERRORS (IN PARENTHESIS) IN VARIOUS SIMULATION SCENARIOS
BASED ON 50 REPLICATIONS. THE BEST PERFORMER IN EACH SCENARIO IS
BOLDFACED.
Scenario
1
2
3
4
5

RR
.38(.042)
.30(.040)
.36(.053)
.17(.050)
.17(.043)

SB
.56(.053)
.44(.078)
.52(.052)
.48(.127)
.33(.085)

CC
.58(.091)
.51(.102)
.49(.052)
.50(.148)
.35(.072)

CW
.56(.053)
.44(.078)
.52(.052)
.48(.127)
.33(.085)
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TABLE IV
AVERAGED HAMMING LOSS AND NUMBER OF SELECTED VARIABLES OF
VARIOUS METHODS IN THE REAL EXAMPLES. THE BEST PERFORMER IN EACH
EXAMPLE IS BOLDFACED.
RR
Ham. Loss
Dimension

127

Ham. Loss
Dimension

183

.05

.09

Birds
SB
.25
199
Scene
.27
237

CC
.28
215

CW
.16
199

PLSDA
.14
-

.31
259

.16
237

.14
-

TABLE V
AVERAGED KL LOSSES AND THEIR ESTIMATED STANDARD ERRORS IN
PARENTHESES FOR VARIOUS PRECISION MATRIX ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS
BASED ON 100 REPLICATIONS. THE BEST PERFORMER IN EACH COMPARISON IS
BOLDFACED.
Model
P1

P2

P3

P4

p
25
50
100
25
50
100
25
50
100
25
50
100

glasso
1.61(.037)
4.12(.062)
10.91(.080)
2.34(.031)
5.78(.050)
13.59(.100)
1.84(.036)

6.17(.084)
23.67(.305)
4.23(.074)
12.45(.169)
31.80(.279)

CD AIC
1.91(.032)
5.38(.049)
16.53(.090)
2.43(.026)
7.02(.036)
20.07(.079)
2.26(.026)
5.73(.044)
18.81(.082)
2.97(.025)

9.30(.046)
25.86(.085)

CD BIC
1.70(.034)
4.33(.036)
11.31(.071)
2.34(.025)
5.59(.033)
13.69(.072)
2.34(.029)
5.36(.043)
19.69(.074)
5.03(.029)
11.78(.043)
27.49(.065)

αCD AIC
1.13(.023)
3.73(.031)
9.64(.046)
1.89(.021)
5.11(.033)
12.53(.051)

1.90(.022)
4.90(.031)
16.33(.053)

3.00(.026)
7.99(.042)
20.68(.059)

αCD BIC
1.25(.029)
6.13(.076)
13.58(.052)
2.05(.025)
6.88(.083)
15.26(.045)
2.30(.034)
8.93(.104)
36.32(.122)
5.31(.049)
16.76(.347)
36.05(.093)
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Figure 1. The Hamming losses as well as the BIC criterion value as functions of log s or r in
the real examples.
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Figure 2. Solution paths of the smallest eigenvalue φmin (Ωt ) (the thick line) and a number of
randomly selected entries of Ωt (the thin lines) in the simulated model P1 with p = 100,
n = 1000 and α = 0.2.
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Figure 3. Heat map of the estimated clustering structure for models G1 and G2. The left
column displays the sample correlation matrices, and the right column displays the estimated
precision matrices.
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TABLE VI
AVERAGED F-NORM LOSSES AND THEIR ESTIMATED STANDARD ERRORS BASED
ON 100 REPLICATIONS. THE BEST PERFORMER IN EACH COMPARISON IS
BOLDFACED.
Model
P1

P2

P3

P4

p
25
50
100
25
50
100
25
50
100
25
50
100

glasso
3.03(.034)
4.87(.029)
7.82(.021)
3.12(.015)
4.79(.014)
7.17(.017)
3.00(.029)
7.16(.035)
17.05(.077)
8.93(.065)
19.77(.062)
41.39(.064)

CD AIC
3.01(.045)
4.23(.016)
6.93(.017)

2.51(.013)
3.94(.010)
6.03(.008)

3.22(.024)
6.38(.023)
13.55(.023)

7.44(.025)
17.29(.028)
36.57(.024)

CD BIC
3.06(.047)
4.45(.019)
7.69(.014)
2.84(.013)
4.37(.008)
6.33(.008)
3.37(.026)
6.46(.024)
14.72(.027)
9.47(.020)
19.08(.023)
38.49(.028)

αCD AIC
1.90(.019)

4.27(.038)
7.25(.035)
2.31(.010)

4.22(.033)
6.87(.023)
2.86(.015)

6.48(.021)
14.02(.038)
7.42(.021)
15.70(.020)
36.48(.088)

αCD BIC
1.98(.022)
6.23(.069)
9.24(.016)
2.40(.009)
5.11(.059)
7.69(.007)
2.97(.016)
8.70(.030)
20.29(.027)
8.90(.013)
21.76(.090)
43.07(.052)
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TABLE VII
AVERAGED SIGNED VARIABLE SELECTION LOSSES AND THEIR ESTIMATED
STANDARD ERRORS BASED ON 100 REPLICATIONS. THE BEST PERFORMER IN
EACH COMPARISON IS BOLDFACED.
Model
P1

P2

P3

P4

p
25
50
100
25
50
100
25
50
100
25
50
100

glasso
.447(.0008)
.324(.0005)
.186(.0003)
.192(.0022)
.103(.0010)
.052(.0005)
.110(.0030)
.083(.0009)
.094(.0007)
.423(.0030)
.459(.0011)
.482(.0003)

CD AIC
.469(.0010)
.377(.0010)
.252(.0003)
.262(.0023)
.205(.0015)
.141(.0003)
.175(.0022)
.146(.0015)
.126(.0007)
.376(.0018)
.439(.0011)
.472(.0005)

CD BIC
.442(.0006)
.324(.0006)
.195(.0004)
.174(.0014)

.101(.0007)
.062(.0004)
.074(.0018)
.057(.0007)
.067(.0003)

.445(.0023)
.462(.0009)
.476(.0004)

αCD AIC
.457(.0010)
.410(.0023)
.266(.0015)
.251(.0027)
.253(.0051)
.150(.0027)
.169(.0038)
.255(.0021)
.238(.0016)
.385(.0018)
.454(.0010)
.478(.0005)

αCD BIC
.439(.0004)
.315(.0005)
.181(.0001)

.176(.0014)
.089(.0008)
.045(.0002)

.076(.0017)
.078(.0014)
.076(.0003)
.448(.0019)
.466(.0012)
.481(.0002)

TABLE VIII
AVERAGED TESTING ERRORS AND THEIR ESTIMATED STANDARD ERRORS
OVER 100 REPLICATIONS. THE BEST PERFORMER IN EACH COMPARISON IS
BOLDFACED.
p
25
50
100

glasso
16.25(.506)
20.75(.507)
23.25(.939)

CD AIC
18.25(.601)
20.75(.742)
19.65(.540)

αCD AIC
17.25(.652)
20.75(.723)
17.75(.868)

14.75(.433)
17.75(.451)

CD BIC

αCD BIC
15.25(.406)
20.50(.605)

17.00(.350)

16.75(.524)
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TABLE IX
AVERAGED F-NORM LOSSES AND THEIR ESTIMATED STANDARD ERRORS IN
PARENTHESES FOR VARIOUS COVARIANCE MATRIX ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS
BASED ON 500 REPLICATIONS WITH N = 50 AND λ = 0.0001. THE BEST
PERFORMER IN EACH COMPARISON IS BOLDFACED.
Model
C1

C2

p
30
100
200
30
100
200

CD AIC
3.76(0.010)
10.88(0.064)
16.67(0.100)
4.16(0.030)
11.58(0.055)
19.57(0.064)

αCD AIC
2.97(0.010)
7.99(0.062)
12.25(0.118)
4.00(0.023)
11.38(0.050)
17.98(0.064)

CD BIC
3.32(0.010)
7.96(0.064)
11.88(0.120)
4.03(0.019)
10.64(0.032)
16.57(0.050)

αCD BIC
2.41(0.012)
5.62(0.050)
8.75(0.023)
3.88(0.019)
10.92(0.044)
16.74(0.056)

Rothman
2.39(0.010)
4.93(0.010)
7.34(0.010)
3.83(0.020)

10.73(0.040)
16.76(0.040)

TABLE X
AVERAGED SPECTRAL NORM LOSSES AND THEIR STANDARD ERRORS BASED
ON 500 REPLICATIONS WITH N = 50 AND λ = 0.0001. THE BEST PERFORMER IN
EACH COMPARISON IS BOLDFACED.
Model
C1

C2

p
30
100
200
30
100
200

CD AIC
1.40(0.010)
2.91(0.019)
4.75(0.025)
2.37(0.022)
5.25(0.025)
7.09(0.034)

αCD AIC
0.95(0.010)
2.19(0.015)
3.24(0.019)
2.35(0.026)
5.19(0.025)
6.01(0.023)

CD BIC
1.10(0.010)
2.02(0.018)
2.76(0.019)
2.25(0.018)
5.04(0.024)
5.86(0.187)

αCD BIC
0.77(0.010)

0.98(0.010)
1.87(0.012)
2.38(0.015)
5.53(0.019)
6.44(0.033)

Rothman
0.85(0.000)
0.96(0.000)
1.00(0.000)

2.40(0.020)
5.48(0.030)
6.38(0.020)
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TABLE XI
AVERAGED SIGNED VARIABLE SELECTION LOSSES AND THEIR ESTIMATED
STANDARD ERRORS BASED ON 500 REPLICATIONS WITH N = 50 AND λ = 0.0001.
THE BEST PERFORMER IN EACH COMPARISON IS BOLDFACED.
Model
C1

C2

p
30
100
200
30
100
200

CD AIC
0.31(0.001)
0.34(0.000)
0.32(0.000)
0.26(0.000)
0.37(0.000)
0.43(0.000)

αCD AIC
0.49(0.001)
0.45(0.000)
0.44(0.000)
0.46(0.001)
0.42(0.001)
0.42(0.001)

0.16(0.001)

CD BIC

αCD BIC
0.17(0.001)

0.10(0.001)
0.08(0.000)

0.07(0.000)
0.05(0.000)

0.17(0.000)
0.15(0.000)
0.13(0.000)

0.30(0.000)
0.21(0.000)
0.14(0.000)

Rothman
−
−
−
−
−
−

TABLE XII
AVERAGED CLASSIFICATION ERRORS BASED ON 500 REPLICATIONS WITH
λ = 0.0001. THE BEST PERFORMER IN EACH COMPARISON IS BOLDFACED.
CD AIC
0.209(0.0765)

αCD AIC
0.192(0.0668)

CD BIC
0.245(0.0801)

αCD BIC
0.190(0.0674)

Rothman
0.219(−)
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